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THE POMOLOGICAL AND FRUIT-GROWING SOCIETYOF THE

OF THE

IProvince of Quebec.

how at eight P.M. The President, J. C. Cl,apsis

012 35

The opening session 
Esi|„ occupied the chair.

II,entire îhÆs'C” T" ? '""1the <%■ Among
Ço... : J. C. Chapaisfof ït. Sn^S^nt ofT'S'™1,”' VSi,ePl,er'1' <*Secretary of the Council of A'riculVm-» • n. n * *16 Society i E. A. Barnard, 
Lncliine ; Robert Brodie, S+ Henri • W W D, ,l.l»‘lon’ ‘^te- Adèle ; C. Newman, 
Hudson ; J. M. Fisk AbbotsWd Dr wL 0utremont î W. F. Halcro,
Professors Craig and Shutt, of the Ottawa"Ex^nÏ2l C°"0i

was

III

r112.3.-) THE PRESIDENT’S ADDRESS.

The President (Mr. Chapais) addressed the 

Ladies and Gentlem

the Province of Quebe^fimhitsdf t^i "*" 'wuwers Association of
meeting. When our Society was oLn^ the^ ^ Us fourth winter 
tion was to makv this a peculiarly nrovine ni* that governed its organiza-
penetrate every section GPf the Province—and wh°SGu work would
every year we select a new place of meeting Î carry out that idea that

nwh,ch t»kes any interest in the cultivattn'f ?ruits° T i" time.eve7 district 
many places in the Province now and in 2,2 i rl We, have V18lted a good 
considerably interested in this branch of cuftur^ndV6 'T* found the PeoPle 
large gathering present to-nio-lit that the nennm’ r i! 1 am liaPPy to see by the 
interested in promoting the object of our Societv^îï8 sectjoa are just as much 
we haVe already visited, and I have no doubt tfmt , ,t K>se,°t the other sections 
will become a lource of profit for our Proving r ^ lndustry °f fruit growing

C'ly °f QuebeC' We “ hopes that the Æfeïï

IIM
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2

the West would have been able to visit us there in that part of our Province, to 
which I myself belong, and we expected to show a tine exhibit of fruit to them. 
But unfortunately, for one reason or another none of our Directors from the 
Western part of the Province had found it possible to attend the convention, 
and we were sorry for it, because Professor Craig, of the Experimental Farm at 
Ottawa and Mr. Dunlop, our Secretary—two good men in their line—were rather 
surprised to see such a good exhibit of fruit in that district, 
forty varities of apples, fifteen varieties of plums, seven of cherries, and were 
able even to show at that meeting on the 27th of September, owing to the differ
ence of climate between there and the West, a variety of gooseberry, the Down
ing ; 2 varieties of currants, Lee’s prolific and Versaillaise; 1 variety ot White 
Raspberries ; 1 of strawberries, the White Alpine—all picked from the bush the 
day before. The judges were rather surprised to see these small fruits so late 
in the season. If I mention this, it is simply to show what the prospects are for 
fruit-growing in our district. We can come on the market with certain varieties 
after the season is over in the West, and thus make the market last 
longer for certain varieties which are always looked for, such as good summer 
apples and these small fruits which are all marketed in the West in June, July 
and August. These wTe have in August and September in our district. I shall 
be able to show you to-morrow, in a paper which I have prepared on cherry cul
ture, that we can have cherries in our district from the 1st of July to the 1st of 
September. Even on the 27th of September last year, we could show'at St 
Rocli des Aulnaies cherries growing on the tree of very good quality. In our 
Province there are many districts quite different one from the other as regards 
climate, and it is the duty of our Society to find out the wants and requirements 
of all these districts. I know, for instance, the Chicoutimi and Lake St. John 
district, where it was thought, a few years ago, that no fruit could grow. Last 
fall at St. Jean Port-Joli we have seen some specimens of apples grown there, 
which show that some work is done in that direction, and it should be our 
endeavour to find out what kinds of fruit will suit that locality, especially what 
kinds of plums and cherries, the cultivation of which has so far been a failure in 
that section. Then we have the northern parts of the Province. We must find 
out what fruits will grow there ; and I am sure, if we work hard on these lines 
we shall succeed in enabling the farmers in every part of our Province to grow 
some fruits, if not from a commercial point of view, at any rate for family use. 
We have to work on new ground, and new ground is always good ground to 
work in, because it is not exhausted. We have to follow out in that line what 
was done before. We propose to follow the example set by the Province of 
Ontai’io. Some of the best work done in that Province was done by means of 
what they called their Fruit Experimental Stations. That system has been 
working there only three years, and the Assistant Commissioner of Agriculture 
of Ontario says it is the best piece of work ever done by the Fruit-Growers' 
Associations of that Province. These stations are established in various parts j 
of the Province, and are now eight in number. The Society chooses a farmer in | 
one district who knows something aboùt fruit-culture, and who has a good 
orchard, and gives him something like $100 or $150 a year and gives him some 
trees of various kinds. In one station apples are grown, in another plums, in 1 
another cherries, in another small fruit ; they try all the varieties known in the
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ïfcd'a^on »—.** 'ery
Jean d’Iberville last winter I?1 "1 subject before the convention of St.

Sïtve Aw:i,b|f°f TiS„a.tlywhow‘»^ 
XdZVZrIt'JluTSTm? ïï,p -etting i" ‘h« '"»“er — I am

^ïszàff^^-sra^.-is
not ir«sL*»vt Sf tz:? rm,rof «s**** . »,
prou.l of that (applause), and I take the liberty of concrmtuktinl h^m 1Y
(.fcongmtulatmg ourselves, on his having been called to so hah î v 
which I am sure he will do all he can to hein ,K I I! , g \ P?sltlon' ™' 
stands so well and sympathizes with so fullyP (Applause.) ^ ’ Whl<?h h° Under"

Ge„t“m"n.-i “to thant^ MrXt'knttothL°'li? 

which you have made to myself and you Ladies .in,I t1attci’ing reference
manner in which you have endorsed the friendh cntlemen. tor the kind
our President on my elevation to the^iS{ Ï

pleasure of visiting Howick on former occasions m,l W iat the

“zïïï'c^kss?:!”! ?"■' SV"-..»
meeting at St. Jean Port Joli a deprivation whieh T f u Unab,e to,uttend the 

to be impossible. We cannot however refuse to h u .UI P,o''nee, thought

BFFi
te te» HFtewesti rn sections slioul.l try and attend meetings in"these distant district* J 

bring hack reports o the work that is u.. tt,ere uXstneiaf Frtt
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which our climate is not favorable, but we have the finest apples in the world 
apples famous for their rich, delicate quality. 1 believe that also below the 
City of Quebec, there are plums raised which are equal in quality to any raised 
elsewhere. They are not so large and line looking, but in the matter of quality 
in deliciousness, they surpass any other fruit in the world.

We have ample facilities also for raising small fruits of every kind, 
and though we cannot market them quite as early as people west and 
south of us can, still we have them of the finest possible quality and for just 
as long a season. What we should strive for is to obtain quality. I think 
quality far more important than quantity. If the quality of our productions is 
kept up, our reputation will be made, and our products will be in demand in the 
best markets in the world. (Applause). And while we may not be able to pro
duce quite such a large variety of fine looking fruit as California and British 
Columbia and some of the more favoured southern countries, still, I am glad to 
know the quality of our fruit far exceeds theirs, and it is that we should aim at 
keeping as high as possible., At present the raising of fruit for export is receiv- 
mg a great deal of attention. In this Province we have not yet turned <-ur 
attention in this direction to any great extent, except in the neighborhood of 
Montreal. The export of fruit is a thing we must look forward to, and there is 
also a large market at home, in our own Province, which is not sufficiently sup
plied by our own people. It is certainly a matter for regret that this Province 
should have to send so much money out of it every year in order to pay for fruit 
that is eaten by our people. That is not right. When we can produce the fruit 

there is no reason why we should not do so and keep this money 
spend on imported fruit circulating in our own midst, and use fo‘r 

other purposes what we have to send abroad. This question of producing fruit 
for export is rapidly engrossing the attention of fruit-growers in other parts of 
the country, and it may be of interest, perhaps, to this Association if I 
should say a word or two regarding what they look forward to. Last fall it 

my good fortuue to go down to Nova Scotia, and there I came into contact 
with the fruit-growers of the far-famed Annapolis Valley—a portion of the 
country, comparatively speaking, of small area, but rich and productive, and 
which grows and expiais an enormous quantity of good apples. Of course the 
crop this year was quite abnormal, never equalled in the past, and not likely to 
be in the near future, hroin that little piece of country, the Annapolis Valley, 
not larger than the Counties of Chateauguay and Huntingdon, not less than 
400,000 barrels of apples were exported last season. It is true that a good many 
of these did not bring any return in England, but that was because, unfortunately, 
they were not sent forward properly packed and with proper care, and the pri 
got were consequently comparatively small. Yet despite the fact that they sent 
out that enormous quantity of apples this year from the Annapolis Valley, not 
one-quarter of the land there available for apple culture is in orchard, so that 
they could easily multiply that export four or five times, provided the crop per 
acre were as great, as it was this year. In the Province of Ontario, the Fruit- 
Glowers Association have been turning their attention the export trade. 
Last year, 1895, they sent experimental shipments to Australia. The experiment 
was not successful ; the whole thing was practically lost, but that was due to the 
fact that the shipping arrangements were not good. Tins last fall, however, they
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same way, I am satisfied that in tl„. n . / f "d ti'! un-v ?uv Empire. In the 
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Old Country for all the fruit wee Country we " better market in the

the Old Country, in this sense tii oTl'*' f V616 1S,an n mo.st unlimited market 
- ... -’’ ‘ iVZ ’ tl.e fruits are here to-day cheap enough to

£ but are only eaten over there by the comparatively well-
in enormous (fi.antities iftlmvïonhci'-f °rm X wh° W<m.1'' consunm fruit 
If communication between this country an 1* I-'° ®he^Per-and **" we could send it 
could send our fruit forward nt * 3 England was so perfected that 
easier on the English market the T eXPl,I'"c’ ,an,l P**1®6 it more cheaply and 
I am glad to know that the V"',m f?rv W°“ld l,e Pvactically unlimited,
pared this sea^o " o t!,d f, fTT '* >Va Scotift Ontario are pre- 
See whether ^^. KeUmvnotT axP™ntally to the Old Country1, to 
we have hitherto sent and a Is !' "i".'" ! ,. 101 e for a much larger quantity than 
the habit of sending Ï his Pr * * f°£ °Uu>r feits than we have been in 
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Under these fLCsLnces L X ^Uhereforc, of g^at help to us.
sending to the Experimental PV ""“g the Society so as to get the reports, by 
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and experiments yourself truifc-grovvmg. without having to make the trials
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I have been speaking for the last month, pretty nearly every day or two, at 
agricultural meetings, and am glad to say I have had the opportunity of meet
ing a very large number of people interested in this industry in various parts of 
the country. I feel it my duty as it has always been my pleasure, to go about 
and discuss with the people the details and methods of their business, find out 
their views and ideas, and especially to study what can be done by the Govern
ment of our country to aid what I consider our most important industry, the 
industry of farming. It was in this view that I attended this large number of 
meetings since the session closed. I have now pretty nearly gut to the end of 
the work, and must the next month sit quietly at Ottawa to prepare for the 
work of the session. I am especially gratified that the last meeting 1 attend is

G

cannot be laid down for any work in agriculture or horticulture. The principles 
which underly these matters, the general methods which must be followed, can 
be laid down, but the application of these principles ami methods to the work 

particular piece of land must be more or less varied according to the 
conditions and circumstances and the facilities which are present. To-night 
we have a long programme, and I do not intend to detain you at any great 
length. I hope to be with you during the whole of the meeting, and we shall, 
no doubt, have a number of opportunities of taking up other things and discuss
ing other matters before the Convention closes. I wish to say, before closing, 
that I regret that, as an official of the Association, of which I have been for 
a number of years a Director, and of which I have had the honour of being this 
year Vice-President, I will have to bring my connection with it to a close. The 
onerous duties I have assumed as Minister of Agriculture for the Dominion will 
not allow me to do justice to the work I would be called on to do as an official 
of this Association. I regret this extremely. I would be glad, indeed, to go on 
doing what I could, as an official of the Society, as I have done in the past. I 
hope, however, to continue a member of it, and I assure you that, if in any way, 
in my official capacity, I may be able to promote the work the F mit Association 
is doing, I shall be only too glad to do the utmost in my power. (Applause.)
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LESSONS FROM THE YEAR.
the Domin^n^CaWnerone1^°Tse,.Ves on tlie fact that in 

which he is so eminently qualified of Minister f * le. ““portant position, for 
deserve to be congratulated as well as , °f Agriculture. We certainly 

- n one resptctl Tel! "V

.o»re °f 0Ur Hoi\ MinK
ts completely covered the «round t] ,f 7 "• ’ ut m the course of his address 

it so well that I ft el the disadvantage nl* ti n* 1 .lnteml,;d to. take up and has done 
culture, and heartily wish mvself in” Rowing a practical Minister of Agri- 
about presenting to your consideration'miH 1C' ^ .acu°> fee,inS extremely diffident 
expounded. Mr. Craig then illustrai tl .W*hlJ already 1)660 80 lucidly 
teihng a humorous anecdote, and proccedi^sdd H® WlShed t0 make b7

.. *Jfc htlrt'hm.0hta|"Ct’Which is borne in mind
*"™« t P- season, bÆ* Wk‘ 
over production of the kind of the varieties of f'f the™ has 1)660 an ctual 
experienced great difficulty in marketinr th^l wï we ought to grow. Growers 
great many varieties ripened at the same +|îf fr*}lts’ owing to the fact that a 
in? them without loss -*the nmvk t * time ftnd wc 1)ad no facilities for hold- 
that I believe we°shall hav'e* to^chmw consetluently glutted. I wish to say 
Province of Quebec in the near future® f h®rticulture in the
pointed out, we shall have to look for f^1^6 M'nister of Agriculture has 
markets suitable varieties CnU * Î!eiFn markets and grow for these
«s to reach these markets even if w3'•h'PP*lng fac,litlies no d°°bt will enable 
now cultivating, but it is IZ'L C°nt™uc f°. 8r™. the kinds of fruit we are 
apples than weWave been doin- , the past ° Tl^fi*H tlle fu,ture more winter 
!* impressed upon us very s trend v hi K*’ /he-hrst le/so,n then which shou 
increase the amount of our winter annles Tex,perien66 of the past season is 
V which that change may be brouSd Later on I shall touch on the methods 
can profitaby turn our summer nnnl • f \ Some people believe that we 
think Mr. Dunlop will tell von X mto casl) b/ making them into cider. I 
that summer apples are not "the kindXest 1 ^ lawman will bear me out, 
%am, it is said that we can evanon.t! Ï? ,nak6‘he first quality cider.
dned form the following year lSf” tind Pat them on the market in

ig year. Here, I believe, we shall also be disappointed.

he lias

7

Mr. President-We shall «11 iwu = . * ,
Vice-President disappear from the list of'our IV the, imme ot‘ our worthy 
will continue to take great interest in onr « but fts hti ass«res us he
we must thank him, not only for What he has i‘W FIV6US ad the help he can, 
and Vice-President of our Society but also for ^ “ h'S as I)ir66tor
his continued interest in our success in t'h,. . the assurance he has given us of

distinguished horticulturist, Mr. Craig. L®t mc now introduce to you
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This year I had the oppoitunity of carrying out some experiments with 
the view of finding out which were the apples best suited for evaporating 
purposes, that is, the varieties which would give us the largest amount of 
evaporated products per bushel of apples and would make evaporated products 
of the best quality. With one of G. H. Grimm Manufacturing Co.’s portable 
evaporators I tested forty-five varieties. Invariably, in the case of the aut uinn 
and summer Varieties, when the requisite amount of water was thrown oil, the 
residue—the dried apple—was so small that it would not allow us to compete with 
the firmer winter varieties now used for that purpose in the State of New York. 
This simply emphasizes and bears out what I said a minute ago, that summer 
apples, while they have their features of usefulness, cannot be relied upon to 
make the best cider, and certainly are not suited for making of good quality and 
in economical quantity an evaporated product. For instance, the ordinary 
winter apple will give you 5 to 7 pounds of evaporated product per bushel, 
whereas in the case of summer apples, many of them run as low as three pounds 
per bushel when dried to the same extent as the others. This shows a great 
discrepancy between the two, and taking into account the quality and the fact 
that we can use the commonest winter apples for evaporating, it places the 
unpleasant fact before us that our summer varieties are unsuited for this purpose.

SUMMER VARIETIES.
To enumerate one or two varieties I have noticed that have done particu- ! 

larlv well in a great many parts of the Province, I do not know of any apple i 
for the home market which is better than the Yellow Transparent. I may not 
be borne out by commercial growers, but, from my experience at Ottawa and in 
marketing them at Ottawa in ten-pound I askets, I do not know of any variety j 
that will give you more money in the early part of the season. The Montreal 
market, I think, would give you good returns also, but the apple must be I 
handled with exceeding great care, as it is tender in the skin and flesh. It must 1 
not be allowed to hang on the tree too long, and it should not be marketed in 1 
large packages. Another variety I think a good deal of is called Van Deman; I 
it is a variety closely resembling the Red Astrachan, but ripens rather earlier, I 
and is somewhat finer in texture. The fruit is just as beautiful as the Red I 
Astrachan. I

Mr. Shepherd—What is the quality ? I

Prof. Craig—Rather better than Red Astrachan. I

WINTER VARIETIES. 1

Of winter varieties, seems to me we could very well increase the number I 
of trees in our orchards of such kinds as Scott’s Winter, Golden Russets, and I 
Lawvers or Delaware Red Winter. The Lawyer is one of the best keeping I 
apples we have. At the meeting to which Mr. Chapais referred—and I quite I 
corroborate his statements of the exhibit at St. Jean Port Joli—I exhibited I 
specimens of Lawver grown the previous year, and kept in an ordinary cellar. 1

RENEW BY TOP GRAFTING. I

Now that we have this large number of varieties, which I have referred to, ■ 
what shall we do with them ? It seems to me the practical solution of this —
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,y«Ltt7Jc™:4th"îlu,;i,,g the ‘r t—* •» «■»-have by placimr them Ï /TT 1?turns’ but to utilize the 
top-grafting. Any of those^which h.-p ? ! °i otber In other words, by
adaptability to our conditions shonl'l ! ni er’. sb°w by sun-scalding lack of 
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RUSSIAN APPLES.

know of no placi-wht^T lnrg!r ’'amount f"1 fhC Y'0' lnore ,or kas, and I 
of Russian apples mav lie nRi 1 i° information on this question of 

Mr. d M. Fisk has done a rrreatdenl Y tha? '.n th® vicinity of Abbotsford, 
those of value. Those who have Russian0^ ]vork *.n selecting from a large list
most of them are—bearing summer fruit uMl find th ' perfeCtly h,lrdy-and 
stocks for top-grafting. ’ ' h tbem>111 many cases, excellent

Mr. Barnard—Winter varieties ?

that yon haw f„ .ni'nd vil 1Zif Z t”*' I know the point

yon may change the season of the gmftedtTJ'S',’‘T * sum™er •*«*■ 
but not to such an extent as to seriously affect thevalue Tit L*'

Hr. Newman What varieties ,lo you refer to !
Prof Cnrig-t would top-graft, using the three varieties I have named.

Mr Shepherd—Have you thoroughly decided 
because I have had some experience with it,

wiiuïndthtf^tetîo^O^TvhkiV “'at

than the Island of Montreal or along the banks ,,f the^tY1111^ m°re tryjnS 
side—wdl stand the severe nortion* *Lp * 1btl, Lawrence on either
Ottawa is often dry always cold in • *■ rovince °f Quebec. Our climate at 
orchard is planted h^iotT faîoumbk aÎTt ?oil in which the
which succeed with us I feel justified in ”lght **7. theretore such varieties 
the country where the her,nmi ett d Y ^0™me»‘lmg to other portions of 
Lawyer in'the orchard,none1 “i^ ,We have six trees of 
years, good annual crops. killed, and they have borne for three

Mr. Newman—Do you include the Wealthy ?
Prof. Craig—I have not 
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Experimental Farm. Speaking of raspberries, I know of no better variety for 
general culture than the Cuthbert, an«l I say this after having tested pretty 
carefully at least 15 or SO kinds. With Cuthbert I would grow the Heebner 
and Marlboro. The Heebner is a variety as yet not grown to any extent outside 
of our Experimental Farm. We have tested it for six years and year after year 
it has given us large crops, being but very little winter killed.

TRAINING AND CULTIVATING.
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The experiments we have been carrying on touching the methods of cultiva
tion I have not said anything about in the past, but after having secured the same 
results three years in succession, I think 1 am justified in stating these results 
now. We grow most of the varieties in two parallel rows, 150 feet in length, 
for purposes of comparison. These are varieties which are comparatively well 
known and may be considered commercial. I have treated two rows of each kind 
differently. One row has had the young wood cut back when it attained the 
height of 15 to 18 inches, and has also had the bearing wood taken out 
as the fruit was harvested. The other row was not summer pruned, the old 
wood being taken out after picking the fruit. Then half of the canes of each 
row was bent over and protected from the frost. Now, the row which was not 
summer pruned has given the largest product year after year. That is not 
orthodox teaching in connection with raspberry growing, but it is exactly what 
has happened in our experiments. These plants which were cut back did not 
give us as satisfactory results as these which were allowed to grow the full 
height and were pruned the following spring.

as soon

Mr. ShMr. Shepherd—Without nipping the ends as they grew ?

Prof. Craig—Yes, without nipping the ends; we cut them back the next 
spring to the extent that they had been injured by the frost.

Prof. C

STRAWBERRIES.

Then with regard to strawberries, we have tested a large number of straw
berries. I his year we had fruits of 120 varieties. There are just two to which 
I would call your special attention. The name of the first is the William Belt. 
While not giving the largest number of boxes per row, it gave us the largest 
proportion of large, fine, firm berries. It is a strong grower. I think it is a 
variety we should test. We shall probably hear more about this from Mr. 
Farmer, the strawberry specialist from New York.

Hon. Mr. Fisher—What is the quality ?
Prof. Craig—I should not call it the best from an amateur’s standpoint, but 

it is good from a commercial standpoint. The next variety is one called Scarlet 
Ball. Phis is a handsome berry, borne on long steins, strong enough to keep it 
up well out of the sand and dust.
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ROOT KILLING OF FRUIT TREES.

I would pass on to another lesson which was strongly impressed upon us 
last year, and that is the danger of fruit trees being destroyed by frost killing 
the roots. This disastrous result has occurred in our orchard to a considerable
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a considerable extent, yet such apples as Gravcnstein do not keep very long At 
this time their heaviest shipping season is past, and these apples which 
are non- in cold storage are the only ones in good condition, so that while they 
have some advantages in the distance of the haul, yet with regard to their staple 
varieties they are not much better off than

THINNING TO INCREASE SIZE.

Columbit 
but the p 
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Prof.

*

we are.

The necessity of thinning the fruit is a work we shall have to recognize in 
the future. The benefits have been brought to my notice in many places this 
year. In September I was in Ontario in one of the best plum-growing sections, and 
saw an orchard of four hundred trees, each tree of which yielded ten baskets of 
Lombard plums, or four thousand baskets in all, which sold at twenty-five cents, 
making a gross return of SI ,000 for these 400 trees. I saw another orchard, not 
five miles away, that carried probably as large a number of baskets, but I am 
sure that they would not realize more than fifty per cent, of the gross return of 
the first. The high pricestscored by the first lot may be attributed to the fact 
that they were thinned, and the second was not. The Lombard is one of these 
trees which will practically kill itself by overbearing if it is not thinned. The 
fruit will, under these conditions, become small, and be very poorly coloured, so 
that the smaller price for the larger number of baskets will not equal in gross 
return that secured Irom the smallcrquantity of better quality obtained by thinning. 
At the farm, I have tried this experiment on some varieties of American plums.
I hose are very prolific sorts ; if allowed to bear to their full extent, will in a 
few years destroy themselves. In the case of the Weaver plum, two trees 
which were not thinned for three years died at the end of that period, and two 
other trees which were thinned each year, are in good health and give fair returns 
each year. It is, therefore, not only possible by thinning to increase the quality of 
the fruit but to keep vour trees in health. The varieties, methods of cultivation, 
the manner of packing and the kind of package, are points that we, as fruit
growers, should consider with great care at the present juncture. We should 
not only take an interest in our own work, but should study the demands of the 
market abroad. Speaking of “ taking an interest,” reminds me of an incident 
told to me by Mr. J. H. Hale, of whom many of you have heard as one of the 
largest peach-growers in the United States. A Hebrew couple had a little boy 
named Jacob, and one day when Isaac, the father, came in, Rachel told him 
that little Jacob was very sick- Isaac asked what was the matter. Rachel 
said, “ I do not know, but he does not eat and he does not take any interest in 
anything. “ He does not take any interest,” replied the father, “ that boy is 
not sick, he is dead.” Any fruit-grower who does not take sufficient interest in 
his work to come to our annual meeting in order to discuss and study these 
questions with his fellow-workers, is dead to his own best interests.
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Mr. Brodie—Have you ever tried canning apples ?

Prof. Craig—The canning industry of apples has not proceeded to such an 
extent as the canning of other fruits, owing to the fact that we have not an 
extensive market for this class of canned fruits in America. There is, I believe, 
a considerable market in Germany and, to some extent, in England. In British
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Prof. Shutt then delivered the following address

PLANT CONSTITUENTS.
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which is known as albumen. One of their essential constituents is nitrogen. 
Albuminoids differ from starch, etc., in the possession of nitrogen, which these 
atter substances do not contain.

Just as nitrogen is essential for the animal so it is, curiously enough, for 
the plant, and just as it is the most expensive element which we have to pur
chase, when buying foods for our cattle—because it is these concentrated foods 
which are sold at high prices that contain the largest amount of nitrogen, and 
which really in a large measure gives them their value—so it is that these 
forms of plant food or fertilizers, which contain large quantities of nitrogen 
which cost the most.
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By observing the brackets on the above chart you will notice that nitrogen 
is placed among the air-derived elements and also among the soil-derived 
elements.

What do 1 mean by that ? I mean that under ordinary circumstances' 
that is, with most of our farm crops, nitrogen is a soil-derived element, but that 
under certain circumstances, as with the clovers, it may be an air-derived element. 
This is a very important fact, and one which we should thoroughly understand. 
The air which we breathe consists mainly of oxygen and nitrogen—practically 
four-fifths nitrogen and one-fifth oxygen. It also consists of small quantities of 
carbonic acid gas. The latter is given off from our lungs, and exists in the 
atmosphere at the rate of four parts per ten thousand. This apparently small 
quantity of carbonic acid gas furnishes a large portion of the food of plants. 
But 1 wish specially to refer to the part that atmospheric nitrogen plays in agri
culture. I here is only one class of plants, as far as present known, which is 
able to appropriate or assimilate or build up into their tissues this atmospheric 
nitrogen. Although there is a very large quantity of atmospheric nitrogen, yet 
for the majority of our farm crops it is absolutely useless. For cereals and roots 
and grass we have to give from ten to fourteen cents a pound for nitrogen when 

purchase commercial fertilizers. The nitrogen of the atmosphere" is quite 
valueless for the classes of plants I have just mentioned. But it is different 
with the pod-bearing plants or the legumes. These comprise clover, peas, beans, 
vetches, etc.
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I should like to indicate how it is that these plants are able to assimilate 
this atmospheric nitrogen. It has been said by some one who was able to take 
the birdseye view of the progress of the world, that electricity and clover 
culture are revolutionizing the world. That expression really gives voice to a 
truth., I believe that this discovery, which is quite a recent one, is revolu
tionizing our agriculture. Its application is certainly lessening the cost of pro
duction of our other farm crops. By the aid of certain bacteria or germs that exist 
in the nodules or the roots of clover, peas, etc., this atmospheric nitrogen is 
appt opriated and assimilated. In turning under such a crop we enrich the soil 
with nitrogen for the use of future crops.
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X\e are speaking to-night more particularly upon the resource of plant 
food for orchards. Apple trees must take their nitrogen from the soil. They 
cannot absorb it from the atmosphere. It must be furnished in some available
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^Now, I shall devote a very few minutes before closing to pointing out how 
think these elements may be most advantageously and most profitably 
ed. Upon this chart which hangs on the wall, I have depicted the composition

sup-

We analyze the leaves and find that these elements do not exist in the 
leaves in the same proportion that they do in the apple. The leaves require 
more nitrogen than the fruit, but nevertheless they require a very large amount 
of potash. There is also a considerable amount of potash stored in the wood— 
the trunk and branches. This leads us to the conclusion that our orchard 
fertilizers should, in the first place, be rich in potash, and secondly should 
contain nitrogen in addition to phosphoric acid, unless we supply the nitrogen 
by turning under occasionally a crop of clover.

Our fertilizers for orchards do not as a rule contain sufficient potash. In 
the past many of us have been applying, season after season, superphosphate, 
when in all probability potash was most needed. I am convinced that there:.:, 
many erroneous opinions, widely spread, held regarding the nature of commercial 
fertilizers. These are due to ignorance on this matter. Unfortunately the term 
“ Phosphate ” has been applied to commercial fertilizers in general. It should be 
restricted to these fertilizers which contain phosphoric acid in a soluble form, 
and that only ; it should not be used in speaking of these materials which 
contain nitrogen and potash. The mistake many have made has been supple
menting farm manure with superphosphate, and this in orchards that require, 
as I have indicated, potash and nitrogen.

are

9 of nitrogen.
5 of phosphoric acid. 

33 of potash.

After making an analysis of the apples and of the leaves, I calculated the 
quantities of these three essential constituents,—nitrogen, potash and phos
phoric acid—which were taken from the soil per acre by crop of apples. The 
calculation was made on this basis : that in an orchard twenty-five years old of 
40 trees to the acre, the yearly crop might be put down at 1G0 barrels, or four 
barrels to the tree. Of nitrogen, we found there were about, in round numbers, 
9 pounds in the 100 barrels, five pounds of phosphoric acid and 33 pounds of 
potash. That is very little compared with what some of our crops take out per 
acre. Of course, these amounts are in addition to those contained in the wood 
and leaves of the trees. I cannot, therefore, speak of our fruit crops as 
exhaustive crops ; nevertheless it is essent! il they should have these elements 
in available forms. You ask me is it necessary to furnish them in equal pro
portions or should one be in excess of the other. Well, chemistry shows that the 
apple uses these elements in these proportions :

to see that the soil contains these materials, principally potash and phosphorus, 
in available forms. You must remember that although more than 99 per cent, 
of the material of the apple is a clear gain to us from the atmosphere, never
theless the tree cannot appropriate that 99 per cent, if we do not supply it with 
the 3-10 of one per cent, of these materials which it takes from the soil.
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Mr. Shutt—Forty bushels every second or third year would give you all 
the potash your crops could use. Forty bushels of good wood ashes would give 
from 100 to 120 pounds of potash. We have to feed the tree not only for the finit 
but for the leaves and wood. The presence of available potash in the soil lias 
been shown to be conducive to the maturing of the wood, and also to a choice 
flavour in the fruit.

Hon. Mr. Fisher—That would be a bushel per tree ?

Mr. Shutt—Practically so. Of course, we must understand that owing to 
the disposition of the roots in the soils, it is not possible for us to utilize alf the 
plant food which is in the soil. There must necessarily be a very large amount of 
what we might call unoccupied land. It is only where the root fibres penetrate 
that they abstract the food. More must be put in the soil than can be imme
diately taken out, but this additional amount or margin is not lost. Just as in a 
bank account, we must always have a margin, so it should be with our soils. 
We do not, however, want too much unused soil capital, or there will be a ten
dency for a part of it to become wasted through leaching.

Ques.—What can be used in the place of wood ashes ?

If we cannot get wood ashes at reasonable rates, we can purchase Kainitor 
Muriate of Potash. The first of these contains about 12 percent, actual potash, 
the latter about 50 per cent, potash. Muriate of Potash is usually applied at 
the rate of 100—200 lbs per acre—Kainit, at the rate of 800—700 lbs per acre.

With regard to phosphoric acid, if you apply wood ashes, I doubt very much 
whether it is necessary to apply much phosphoric acid as such for orchards. It 
may be well, however, to supplement with ground bone every second or third 
year That will give you phosphoric acid in an excellent form, and also a certain 
amount of nitrogen. If you do not use ground bone, you can obtain superphos
phates, which contain usually 10 to 15 per cent, of soluble pi, wphoric acid; 100 
to 150 pounds of such material would be sufficient per acre to supply all the 
phosphoric acid for the tree.

How can v e most economically furnish our trees with the necessary nitro
gen < We could buy nitrate of soda, and the nitrogen would then cost us about 
14 cents a pound, or we could purchase sulphate of ammonia, which is a 
little cheaper, or organic manures, such as dried blood, fish guano, could lie 
used. But 1 am convinced that the most economical method will be to employ 
the legumes to gather the free nitrogen of the atmosph

By the growth of clover we may add to the soil a large amount of nitrogen. 
Our experiments at the Experimental Farm, both in the field and the laboratory 
have shown that by this means there may be a distinctive gain of more than 100 
pounds per acre of nitrogen. From f 2 pounds of clover seed we can obtain foliage 
and roots containing 100 pounds of nitrogen. This, purchased in the form of com
mercial fertilizers, would cost between S10 and Si 5. If •clover seed is worth 20 
cents a pound, ten pounds would be worth $2, so that we should have a gain of 
eight or ten dollars in fertilizing material per acre. The following table gives
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plant is not a distinct gain from the atmosphere. The largest amount of gain 
probably exists when the plant is in flower. That is the best period at which 
to turn it under as a green manure.

Mr. Barnard—Supposing the soil is poor in potash, how much nitrogen 
would be extracted from the air ?

Mr. Shutt—The growth of legumes would not then be luxuriant. Although 
they are able to forage for themselves with regard to nitrogen, they require, 
comparatively speaking, large quantities of potash. Th»y will also respond 
to applications of phosphoric acid and lime. Therefore, if we want a good growth 
of clover, we must furnish our soils with potash, phosphoric acid and lime.

With regard to the economy of either turning the clover down or feeding 
it off : If you have animals to feed it to, by all means feed it in every case, 
because in the manure which results you can return to the soil 70 per cent, of 
these plant food constituents. But if you have not got the animals, ploughing 
under the green crop of clover will still be a cheap source of nitrogen.
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With regard to barn yard manure, the analysis of which has been placed at the 
bottom of the chart so that you may be able to compare it with the commercial 
fertilizers : Why is it that barn yard manure does not offer a balanced ration 
for the food of our fruit trees ! Because it not does not contain a sufficiency of 
potash for the nitrogen it possesses. It contains as much nitrogen as potash, 
and we should have two to four times as much potash as nitrogen. Conse
quently if you are going to furnish all the potash necessary for your fruit trees 
in the form of barn yard manure, you will have to add four" times as much 
nitrogen as the trees need. This may do injury to your trees, because the action 
of excess of nitrogen in the soil prompts undue development of leaf and woody 
parts, and keeps the wood from maturing in the autumn.
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Mr. Brodie—What action has land plaster and gypsum 
them grew ?

plants to makeon
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Mr. Shutt—Land plaster is a compound of lime and sulphuric acid, or oil of 
vitriol. Lime is an essential constituent of all plants, but more particularly of 
clover, peas, beans and all these crops known as the legumes. Consequently, 
the first valuable property of gypsum is in the furnishing of lime. Further, we 
find that plants require a certain amount of sulphur, and undoubtedly gypsun 
acts beneficially in furnishing this element. The action of lime and land plaster 
within the soil is to liberate a certain amount of potash. Land plaster, although 
in itself not a direct supplier of potash, thus indirectly is the means of furnishing 
a certain amount of tins valuable element which the plants
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The meeting then adjourned.

Howick, 28th January, 1897.
The Society met at 10 a.m.
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may cat a few insects, they give more useful small birds no peace and drive 
them from our orchards and gardens. Many people encourage them in winter 
and give them attention, that if devoted to some of the native insect-eating 
birds would be of use to the orchardist. At Hillside we build nests for the 
native birds, the holes in the boxes being large enough to admit a wren 
swallow, but too small to admit its persecutor. An old kettle, minus the spout, 
makes an excellent nest, or boxes four inches square and about nine inches 
long, with an inch and a quarter auger hole at one end, are safe houses for 
small birds. It is estimated that a healthy swallow will eat from two to six 
thousand insects in a day, so we can imagine what good a nest-full of these 
hungry fellows can do. I read in a well known agricultural paper of 
who kills off the birds when they become a pest, and I wondered when that 
time came. Because they eat a few cherries or strawberries shall we take their 
lives when we know their value ? The blackbirds eat the peas, yet 1 have 
seen them follow me at the plough, picking up grubs and worms and taking 
them to their nests. Then, if you ask a farmer what the crows do for him, he 
will tell you that they pulbhis corn, and he does not seem to realize that they 
will eat grasshoppers and other insects. I have seen crows go through a hay- 
field, clearing it oi grasshoppers at every flight, yet they are shot and poisoned 
and trapped as if they were robbers. Investigation shows that they follow the 
plough to cat the white and grey grubs that are so destructive on new land, and 
a request for information by the State Department at Washington resulted in 
information from all parts of the country as to their usefulness in eating cut 

and locusts, while in winter they feed on the field mice that destroy 
trees. When some people advocate a Bock of turkeys to rid us of the “hopper” 
they do not seem to remember that they are likely to destroy the grass, while 
the crows alight for their dinner without doing harm to any other crop than 
the animal food we are anxious to spare. The little yellow birds that build 
nests on low bushes feed their young on the larva of insects near at hand, while 
the robin, who is scolded for his passion for cherries, is equally fond of beetles 
and worms, and the summer morning without his sweet notes would be like a 
garden without Bowers—devoid of charm. No one can estimate the loss it 
would be to the orchardist if birds were to disappear for one year and insect 
life to dominate. Think how the industrious Woodpecker drums on the branches 
of the apple trees, the rapid strokes revealing that insects are below the Dark, 
and even to the heart of the wood it will reach and toil for food, and I defy 
you to count the grubs that it swallows. What a large family the Robin rears 

I have watched them many times flying from their special maple 
tree to where the ground has been freshly spaded, returning with a wriggling 
victim to its nest. The Snowbird deserves protection, and is of value to the 
farmer, for I have watched these winter beauties running over the snow, pulling 
weeds apart so as to reach the seeds, and by feeding on them all winter save 
the farmer much work in summer that he would have to do if the seeds were 
left to germinate. In the orchard we consider the Bluebird and Swallow the 
most valuable, and encourage them to make their home in the boxes I have 
mentioned, placed in the crotch of a tree, where they may live and raise fami
lies in safety while endeavoring to exterminate the moths and millers that 
destroy our fruit. We all denounce the American cuckoo, as it destroys the
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Mr. Dunlop— I here is also a work by Abbe Provencher.

Mr. Chapais—Yes; but Dion’s work is the best by far, It is entitled “Les 
Oiseaux de la Province de Quebec.” yard.

Mr. Hrodie What birds will destroy the English sparrow ? 1 notice some
sparrow-hawks round my place, and they sometimes make a meal of a sparrow.

, <>r American shrike will destroy the
He will destroy anything he comes across.

Mr. ( hapais Everybody thinks the sparrow is a nuisance.
Prof. Craig—It makes very good pie.
Hon. Mr. fisher Is the Catbird a useful bird or the reverse ^

Mr.
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Mr. Jack—The common Canadian 
English sparrow. Mr.
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Mr. Jack I think it is a useful bird ; it minds its own business pretty 
much. It is an insect eater. I notice it nests a great deal in the plums, and 
any bird that nests in the) plums we had better try and keep. One of 
worst enemies is the curculio, and he will likely eat that.

Mi. Dunlop 1 he Catbird is as fond of strawberries and cherries
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m Mr. 1
I roi- Craig—Has Mr. Jack any practical means of preventing Robins 

destroying the cherries ? While they like insect life, yet when the cherries 
in season they like these just a little better.

Mr. Ja-k—You could draw a netting over the trees. I would recommend 
growing cherries that the Robins do not seem to care for, which are a Russian 
dark red.
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Mr. Brodie—The best plan is to grow enough cherries both for the Robins 
and ourselves.
.. Prof. Craig That is a very good plan ; but I have found in my experience 
that the Robins are exceedingly careful to eat only the best. They have an 
inquiring turn of mind and, will sample a cherry sufficiently to destroy its sala
bility without completely eating them. I have tried covering the trees with 
netting, and I think it is practicable, even if you grow cherries on a large scale, 
but you must indeed grow them on a large scale if you would have cherries with 
covering the trees Two years ago we had nearly an acre in good bearing, and 
the loss from Robins and Blue Jays at that time was very considerable indeed, 
and it pointed to the fact that some good method would have to be devised 
unless everybody in the vicinity went into cherry growing.

Mr. Jack—They consider the Government farm as a Government institution 
and like to help themselves.
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Mr. Chapais—What is the price ? 
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our apples were slaughtered with such shipments. But invariably our Can
adian apples brought from 50c to 75c more per 1,1,1. than the American apples 
shipped from Boston. In most of the apple catalogue sales from England one- 
ha t the shipments have been marked either slack or wet. There is somethin,? 
radically wrong in reports like these; either mos* jf the fruitgrowers and packe» 
uo nor understand their business or e app receivers are mostly thieves 
and robbers. In my experience a shi lent t choice Fameuse sent to Liver- 
pou netted c twice as much as the sai grade of apples shipped to Glasgow 
at the same me l he Liverpcol man said it was a treat to handle such nice 
app.es, while the Glasgow man said they were all slack and spotted. Private 
s lipments made to Scotland at the same time arrived in good condition and 
gave good satisfaction. The old Fameuse has come to the front this season and 
when grown to perfection it is the most profitable apple we can grow. For the 
British market the Fameuse need to be shipped immediately after thev 
packed, and shipped not later than the first week in October. After that date 

get too soft, unless kept and shipped in cold storage.
are

'The buyers from our local markets, Quebec, Three Rivers, Sorel and other 
country towns, would buy Fameuse before any other variety. In spite of the 
great glut ot apples m the States, there wore several car loads of Fameuse shin- 
ped there, and it is the best Christmas dessert apple they can get. Anioii,, the 
tew winter apples: we can grow in the Province of Quebec tlmt have realized 
tin- ugliest price in the Liverpool market for the month of December were the 
Golden Russet and the Canada Red. Well colored, large apples like the Kings

Our Governments have been doing good work in furthering the dairy interest 
roug iou e country, instructing the people in the manufacture of dairy

Isawbmvls of apideson the Montreal wharf marked “Choice Canadian 
Apples. One of the barrels burst open accidentally quite near me, and they 
proved to be poor specimens of R. Greening, and pretty badly spotted. If it 
could be made practicable to have the fruit inspected before shipping it would 
be the best thing tor trade m general and all concerned. A great deal has been 
said at fruit growers conventions throughout the country about the dishonest 
commission men in our cities. Our duty is to begin with ourselves, and be 
honest fanners; then we can easily find out who the honest commission ,„v„ m, 
Living near the city, I have occasion more than most fruit growers to see what 
the farmer sends m and what the commission men do with the fruit. One day 
while m one of the large stores a lady came in with a sample of wild apple she 
had found in the middle ot a barrel of Spys. The merchant gave the lady back 
50c tor her loss and docked the shipper 50c per barrel on the few barrels lie had 
sent in, saying: I hat is the only satisfaction I have.
lose Ins custom, for lie ships me tine berries in the berry season." I could men- 
valuabfentim StailCeS S'mi " t0 this' but do not wish t(> tal<e up too much of your

If I ‘go for’ him I shall

shippers this past season had sent only their Lest and kept their 
second grade ot apples at home it would have paid everv 
run. J better in the longone
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L Cnmulion I,utter is romîng wdl totim front’'"'^ p“ English "lalkets and
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soon its apples come in plentifully and t< S to ? conts Per barrel as
winter rates for freight before the close of navS ^,'np,U|,es- who P«t on their 
tion ,n the British markets to look afterInfif need

Mr. R. W. Shepherd read the following paper :

the
(not like

LA FAMEUSE AND THE APPLE
CROP OF 1896.

on

We are

over, a very large proportion of the cmn «.... P t * Montreal alone. More- 
to waste or was fed to live stock so that it / . ever marketed, but allowed to go 
the great apple crop of 1896 but we know ^linPoss* 1,0 *° torni aiiy estimate of 
anil too bountiful to be handled profitably by thTgtZeîT™™*’ ^ Unwidt11^

There is suchimprobable that such a'l^worableCondition’of‘thh.°f “ g°°'J thing” but ifc is

SMtewsa ioHz{h“ rylong ^
"'&eWr ",a"y thi“*’ **“> oti-1* may not

MU' in being sititotoi^tldn PnOkubirly fortu-
are more favorably situated in^esnect ! 1 e.gl>‘at ^‘a Port ot Montreal. We 
Ontario, who have hitherto been the than are our brothers in
our friends in Nova Scotia__from th<"l) : . uPPers of apples—not excepting
record that Quebec growers atkunnted h," Sva'S!'n was the first ou
apples to Britain instead of disposing of th 1 "-y .extent at least, to ship their 
Province, etc. I say we are pSuiaH v f ^ c1°'.mncrcial centres' of the 
; ' That Duchess, picked and ,Sd™ÎT ,U1Ug 80 n?arthe shipping 
ably disposed of in Liverpool and (’1,^ ^ ^'^green mde, were profit
ent! rtdy owing to the fact that we are In “7 r 6Ven Wltll0ut c°Ll storage—is 
T The Quebec ^ VSrffa. ^ ^ *2* “ ear-

to >"Ck his ‘PP'88 and P“‘ ‘h»- on the steamship “a,8 fouLbg’ty, ân“
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in ten days the fruit was received by the consignee in one of the above men
tioned ports. Duchess realized nett per barrel at Liverpool Si.25 and at < ilas- 
gow $1.30 per barrel. Wealthy realized SI.75 per barrel at Glasgow, but not 
quite so much at Liverpool. These prices are nett, after paying ocean freight 
and all charges from the port of Montreal, and are from fifty to sixty cents per 
barrel more than the same fruit realized at the Montreal fruit exchange. The 
quality of the Fameuse was excellent last season where any attempt was made 
to spray the trees. Perhaps more Fameuse were exported and sold in Great 
Britain last season than ever before. Sold under the name of “ Fameuse,” too, 
they brought better and higher prices than the western “Snow.” When Fameuse 

picked and barrelled early and shipped immediately, they arrived in fair 
condition, and netted good prices in London during the greatest glut ever 
known in that market. London seems to he the best market for No. 1 Fameuse 
if packed with care, either in barrels or cases. Of course I prefer the case 
package for my special trade, as the fruit arrives on the other side in much 
better condition. No little credit is due our High Commissioner, Sir Donald A 
Smith, for booming “La Fameuse,” as he calls that fruit. Interviewed by a 
reporter of the London Daily Telegraph, we read :
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“ The High Commissioner proudly declared that Canada lias the most excel- 
“lent climate and can grow the best apples and wheat in the world. The finest 
“ apple in existence is the celebrated ‘La Fameuse,’ which is grown on the Island 
“ °T Montreal, in the St. Lawrence. It is unequalled in delicacy and sweetness 
“of bouquet, ami it is beautiful as it is delightful to the taste. Unfortunately, 
“it is a very tender fruit and will hardly bear transport to England. Recently,’ 
“ however, some have been sent to this country packed in separate compart

ments in boxes, much as eggs are packed, and those persons who have been 
“ able to obtain them are loud in their praises.”

Just as the Newtown Pippin commands fancy prices even in such years of 
plenty as last (prices reaching 25s to 28s per barrel), for no other reason than 
because the Newtown Pippin is & fashionable apple with the fashionable people 
of London, so it is possible, it “La Fameuse” (which, in the opinion of those who 
know both apples well, equals, if it does not surpass, in its season the former), is 
put on the London market in its best condition, will command equally good 
pi ices when it becomes a “fashionable apple. I believe there is a large trade 
to be worked up by exporting our Quebec Fameuse to London, and that 
in time, as tin- taste for it increases in that metropolis of the world, so will the 
demand and the prices increase. Never has “La Fameuse” been exported in 
sufficiently good condition, in large quantity, to encourage the demand for it in 
England : hut the past season, I believe, is only the beginning of a large trade. 
A few years ago it was supposed that the day of the Fameuse was over ; that it 
would not pay to continue to plant out orchards of that variety, and owners of 
old orchards were disposed to cut down their trees, but since the advent of the 
spray pump a new lease of life has been given to the old trees, and 
need to fear to plant out new orchards.

W ?th fast steamship service, cold storage, or thorough ventilation of the 
fruit compartment on board ship, and the knowledge that the delicate patrician
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Times are changing, and the public are becoming more enlightened on everv 
subject. he demand is for the attractive—the beautiful. For example coin 
pare the illustrated periodicals of to-day with those of live and twenty ’ 
ago, the palatial railway trains and steamers with those of a quarter of 
tury ago, ami we have the same idea carried out in almost 
attractiveness. r

good sat 
on priva 
tion, wh 
the com

years 
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mi , , -------- every trade, viz.
1 he rough and ready old system of shaking the trees, packimr 

bad, good and best apples in second hand barrels indiscriminately will net suit 
the present day. '

Mr.
found yi 
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the marl 
rubbish.

The plan I have always adopted is to make my profits out of the best quality 
barrelsSeC0IH St0r wllut thc>’ vvi11 1,rinS> without my brand or mark on the

Mr.
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Careful selection always, I think, pays well for the trouble. If we Can
adians wish to compete in the English market—a market open to the whole 
world—where goods are sold on their merits, we must be very careful to exnort 
only the very best. At present, owing to our northern climate giving the fruit 
a higher color, Canadiairapples command better prices than Ame can apples 
but it we wish to retain that supremacy we must pay the greatest 
handling, packing and selection of our fruit.

n Wl\Cn ,T ,nentio,?e(1 ftt the Kingston meeting in December that I had shipped 
all my Duchess to Liverpool and Glasgow and sold them there, the members of 
the Ontario Society were very much astonished.

They had never before heard of Duchess bavin" b 
Liverpool and Glasgow.

Hon. Mr. Fisher—You shipped them in cases ?

to

sold profitably ineen

0 Hr. Shepherd—ISo, in barrels. The Duchess realized net in Liverpool 
" . . Hiey were shipped from fifty miles beyond Montreal, and were ten days 
arm ing. That is, starting from Montreal, I realized $1.25 after paviim all 
expenses, commission and everything. In order to test the thin" well"I sent a 
small consignment of ten or twelve barrels of each shipment to the Montreal 
1* nut Exchange, and 1 realized (JO to 80 cents a barrel 
than if sold in Montreal.

t _ more on the other side
The quality of Fameuse was excellent last season. Mr. H 

chemical r 
That 
carried in i 
shipped in 
ordinary si 
and even tt 
carry chem 
system of c

No doubt there 
last year than ever before.

apples exported from the Province of Quebec 
I never thought of selling my Duchess as a crop 

the other side at all before last year. I have exported Duchess in cases about 
the latter part of August two years ago. 1 shipped probably forty or fifty cases, 
which turned out pretty well, but never thought of shipping in barrels until I 
began to look about to see what I could do with the crop. I ordered my men 
to pick them before they were ripe and pack them in barrels. I shipped seventy- 
five or eighty barrels, and they netted in Liverpool SI.25.

Mi. Chapais Can you explain, Mr. tirodie. the wide difference between 
the prices you had at Glasgow and at Liverpool for the same fruit ?

Mr. Brodie—The Liverpool boats go much quicker than the Glasgow. I 
could not account for the fact that the private shipments on the steamer gave
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the St. Lawrence is apt to be a little soft. I only realized about 96 cents a 
barrel for the few St Lawrence I sent there, while I was getting $1.25 in Quebec.

Hon. Mr. Fisher—Was that due to defective cold storage i

Mr. Brodie—Yes ; I sent apples in as nice, good condition as those sent 
by the steamer with the ice. The captain told me there was not sufficient ice 
in the cone to take them the whole way across.

Mr Shepherd—I think cold storage might be used very advantageously 
for our early fruit. With reference to St. Lawrence, 1 believe if we were able 
to ship St. Lawrence in cold storage they would sell exceedingly well. The 
trouble is that they ripen on the voyage, and eight or ten days ripens them so 
that they are over-ripe when they get over. I have shipped St. Lawrence in 
cases for several years in a small way, tilling private orders, and in almost 
every case, although they were picked on the green side, arrived in over ripe 
condition. We could not pick them when absolutely unripe, because they would 
have no flavor. These wore private orders. I had reports from those to whom 
they were sent. One of them was Mr. Johnston, who resided many years in 
Montreal. He said they arrived comparatively in very tine condition, they 
were too soft, and because they had not been allowed to get ripe enough they 
had not the same flavor ns they have over here. I believe if we could pick 
them just as they acquire their flavor and put them in cold storage to arrest the 
ripening process they would arrive in good condition, 
market for St. Lawrence on this side.
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We can always find a 
It is very profitable in Montreal. In 

September and October Montrealers want St. Lawrence. 1 have made a prac
tice other years of shipping baskets of St. Lawrence to Ottawa, and people will 
buy the St. Lawrence when they will not buy anything else. If we are o-oing 
to have Californian fruit we must look out for other markets for our early 
fruit. We shall have to export, and the only way they can be exported is in 
cold storage.

Prof. Craig—What kind of California fruit !

Mr. Shepherd—Peaches, pears and plums, which are sold so cheap that they 
take the place of our fruit. There is no sale now for our Duchess, Yellow Trans
parent and Red Astrachan.

Mr. bisk 1 would like to ask these gentlemen who have had some experi
ence in shipping last season why they do not deem it advisable to introduce 
another package besides the barrel. During the past season the returns of saks 
on commission on the other side show that there has been a verv large percent- 
age. of slacks. Can there not be an improvement made in the packing ? W hile 
on its passage over the barrel gets a little slack and the fruit must be tossed 
from side to side, and when it arrives it is almost worthless.

Mr. Newman I made a small shipment of Duchess, 25 boxes in all, on the 
Ertolia. . It had cold storage on the cylinder principle, small cylinders all round 
and air-tight chambers (tilled with ice and salt). The Ertolia had to stay at Que
bec a couple of days, in a very hot sun, and when the apples reached
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whether it is desirable, and what kind of man would be needed. The whole 
thing is entirely in the clouds at present. I make no promise or assurance, hut 
still the proposal has been made, and 1 want to find out all I can before 
to a conclusion.

Mr. Shepherd—Do you mean a Government man ?

Hon. Mr. Fisher—Yes, a representative of the Canadian Government in 
England to look after Canadian shipments on the English markets. 1 should 
like to know what you think of such a proposition and the best way to carry it 
out.
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Mr. Shepherd—We are very much indebted to the Hon. Minister of Agri
culture (Hon. Mr. Fisher) for the great interest he takes in this subject. I flunk 
that the interest he shows in it will result in great benefit to this province. He 
has asked whether we consider that the Government should have a representa
tive on the other side to look after Canadian products, 
concerned, I think it would be an excellent idea. I think the whole trouble in 
shipping to commission men is this, that we have no one to represent us on the 
other side. I know' in my own experiences I have shipped splendid 
fruit in boxes which were sacrificed at 40 or 50 cents less than they cost. 
The excuse was that there was a glut in the market. If we had a representa
tive on the other side, when there was a glut in Liverpool why could he not 
send a number of barrels and boxes to some inland towns to be disposed of 
advantageously ? The trouble is these commission men do not consider us at all. 
We have no representative on the other side, and I think that is one of the first 
things we must arrange for.

Mr. Newman—My opinion is that cold storage does not need ventilation. 
1 have tested it in Montreal in the Montreal Cold Storage Company’s place, 
where there is no ventilation to speak of. I have kept fruit there this winter 
and the result was quite satisfactory.

Hon. Mr. Fisher—How does it keep when it comes out ?

Mr. Newman—Quite well enough to sell within ten days or so.

Hon. Mr. Fisher—Was it ripe when it was put in ?

Mr. Newman—Not to say ripe to eat. I put in six barrels of Duchess for 
a test on the 22nd of August this year, and at the same time I made a shipment 
to England. I took my Duchess out of storage on the 10th of January and 
found their appearance rather improved, and they sold very rapidly.
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Hon. Mr. Fisher—Were they as good when you took them out of the cold 
storage as when they were put in ?

Mr. Newman—1 think their appearance was improved and they were sueriper.

Mr. Ness—With regard to having an agent on the other side, I heartily 
agree with the Honorable Minister of Agriculture in the view he took. My
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and thus furnished its own refrigeration to a certain extent. On the contrary, 
when the fruit was put in it was quite warm in most cases, so that the 
refrigerator plant in cooling this to the temperature of the chamber may have 
largely exhausted the supply of ice. The consequence was that a good deal of 
it arrived in a worse condition than if it were carried in the ordinary freight 
rooms. I think with Mr. Newman, that if we have sufficient refrigeration we 

do not need ventilation. But with a temperature of 40 to 50 degrees, we 
must have ventilation. If the temperature of the chamber is sufficiently 
low so that absolutely no chemical change takes place in the composition of the 
fruit and the process of decay and maturing is completely arrested, then we do 
not need ventilation.

Question—Where there is ice alone used, would you recommend ventilation?
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Prof. Craig—I would. Mr. Shepherd has emphasized the fact that the best 
grades of Fameuse have brought us good prices this year in the British market, 
and I think lie made an excellent point in favor of the cultivation of this 
variety. The name of the Province could not be associated with. . a more worthy
fruit. But there is another point to be remembered. We can all remember 
that four or five years ago, many of us were shaking our heads and wondering 
what we would do with our large Fameuse orchards. Many of us seemed to 
think that we had altogether too many Fameuse, and McIntosh Red was recom
mended. That is an apple practically of the same class as the Fameuse and in 
growing it we must give it the same care in order to obtain good fruit.
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We ought not to plant McIntosh Red or Fameuse without making up our 
minds to give both apples the very host cultivation; not only that, hut to supple
ment the cultivation with persevering spraying.

Mr. Shepherd—That is understood.

Prof. Craig—Yes, better understood than practiced I fear. I would like to 
emphasize it so that no one would forget it for a single instant. It is the 
the absolute root of success in this case. This year the apples have been very 
good over tin- Province as a whole, hut we may expext that the same conditions 
which prevailed two or three years ago, and which were the cause of our having 
so many poor apples, will return from time to time periodically. We should he 
prepared to meet and overcome these difficulties.

Mr. Brodie—The best results that I had in shipping were when my apples 
were put into cold storage in the city for some days before placed on board 
of the steamer. The boxes were packed in large cases that had been used for 
carrying meats. There was enough of cold air in these boxes to keep the apples 
cool the whole way across.

There was one matter overlooked about the slackness of the apples. There 
has been such a run on barrels that they had to use up quite a good deal of 
green wood in making them. The wood became seasoned, the heads got a little 
slack and the apples go slack inside.

Mr. Shepherd—What is your opinion alxmt sweating ?
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of the products in the chamber, are arrested by the brine pipes among which 
the cold air is forced before it goes into the chamber and by which it is purified, 
so that the conditions are very different from these in the ice chambers on the 
steamers. As far as sending an agent is concerned, I do not want it to be 
supposed that this gentlemen will be able to act as a consignee to handle your 
fruit. All that could be done would be to have an agent in England who would 
keep track on the market, who would keep the people informed of the condition 
of things, and would watch, as well as one man possibly could, the arrival ami 
disposal of the shipments. You send your apples to half a dozen different 
markets in England, and one man cannot look after all these markets. He 
only keep a general eye, go about here and there and send reports, and shippers 
would have to consign their shipments the same as before. I want to remove 
any impression that this agent would handle the fruit.

Prof. Craig—I understand that Mr. Edwards, of Covey Hill, exported fruit 
last year. We should like to hear his experience.

i
Mr. Edwards—My experience was something like that of the rest of you— 

rather a failure.

Mr. Shepherd—Did you allow your apples to sweat before you shipped
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Mr. Brodie—Always in a glutted market there arc plenty of sweats and 
slacks. When apples are scarce we never hear of them.

Mr. Edwards—I sent 177 barrels to London and they were a failure. I 
sent another lot to Glasgow and they did better than at Montreal. The last I 
sent was 100 barrels of Fameuse to a friend to be delivered in Scotland. They 
were Fameuse, and he was very well satisfied, and they paid me very well. 
Those 1 sent to London were sent to Jews, and I am afraid they were sharpers. 
I would like to ask something about the packing. Mr. Fisher speaks about a 
different package from the barrel. I have been thinking of trying a box that 
would hold a barrel full. I was thinking of laying the apples in rows on paste
board with bran or fine sawdust between the layers instead of ordinary package.

Mr. Shepherd—Just as good.

Mr. Edwards—If there were any sweating the bran would take up the 
moisture, or use a fine sawdust.

Mr. Brodie—What we use mostly in the boxes is wood fibre.

Mr. Shepherd—For packing round the apples ?

Mr. Brodie—Before putting down the lid. When the wood fibre presses 
down on the apples it keeps the apple firm.

Mr. Edwards—What about bran ?

eMr. Brodie—I would not recommend bran. I wrap the apples in tissue 
p ip r. Do you think a box would be better than a barrel ?
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coupe the crops vary. The quality of the apple might not he as good one war 
as the other and they preferred to do the business through the commission ‘

d

The
dent, Mr

men,
Hon. Mr. Bisher 1 his year there has been an agent in Montreal burin» 

daily products on behalf of the wholesale co-operative stores. Their head"
ï'mdaü’l aiTin Ma;i.c‘1^ter-laml they sell to the retail co-operative stores in 

' i 1 h‘s mstitution has had an agent in Canada this past season buying 
dairy products from the people here and shipping «lirect to the co-operative 
stores m England I should think that a fruit trade might be done in the 
way. I hese people buy everything under the sun amt ship direct to tli 
stores, which distribute to the retail co-operative stores all over the country.

* r°h \ m'S I would suggest that a committee be formed 
report on the proposition which Hon. Mr. Fisher hi 
the Society.

The meeting then adjourned until the afternoon
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The Society met at 2 P.M.

I as follows :
Honorary President : Sir Henri Joly de Lotbiniere, Controller of Inland 

Revenue.
Honorary Vice-President : The Hon. Sidney Fisher, Minister of Agriculture, 
Honorary 2nd Vice-President: J. C. Chapais, St. Denis.
President : Robert Brodie, Esq., St. Henri.
Vice-President : Dr. Grignon, St. Adele.
Directors No. 1 District : Dr Wood, St. Johns.

J. M. Fisk, Esq., Abbotsford.
J. H. Carter, Massawippi.
E. A. Barnard, Quebec.
A. Dupuis, L’lslet.
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amendment TO the CONSTITUTION.

which is the LxXte!^ oTtlmprogramme n Chapais’8 papeF on Cherry Culture, 

reference to a change in the constitution. ' a resolutlon to submit with

mittJe appoinM^ studyethe^con.stitutLrrSanlllnUa^ 1“eefcin» there was a com- 

deemed advisable. They recommend th 1 ( Ï r«P°rt, °!\ certain amendments follows : J UUllend tlmt Clause 2 and 4 be altered to read as

horticulture generally'by holding m^ethiTfor the ^ C"Hnr% forostry and relating to such subjects, by collectine” nr™ •' dlscassi,.)n °i all questions 
information and by such other means as ÏItT8 T*' ,llsseininating useful 
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Mr. J. C. Chapais read the following paper on
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CHERRY CULTURE IX EASTERN QUEBEC.
I do not fear to assert that it is in Eastern Quebec, from Quebec city down 

t îe St. Lawrence River, that the best cherries of our province are found. In 
making that assertion, I find myself in contradiction with the opinion of M. Q 
Moore, who says, in the first edition of his essay on “Fruit Culture in the Pro- 
i t/nr of Quebec, that he doubts if that culture can be undertaken here with anv 
certitude of success. Nowhere else, neither in Ontario nor in United States 
have 1 seen as fine cherries, nor eaten as good cherries as the fine and .mod 
trench cherry (cemuede France) imported into our province bv the first French 
immigrants who settled it. And, what is more, take, no matter which of the 
varieties of cherries in the Morellas class of Western Quebec, Ontario or United 
States, plant them somewhere below Quebec, and immediately you see such an 
amelioration in its quality and often such a great change in its appearance and 
flavour that you are in doubt if truly it is the variety you thought you had 
planted at first I his is due especially to the climate. Cherries mature generally 
their fruit in the west in June, when, almost always, drought prevails. In the 
east cherries ripen from the beginning of July to the end of August, according 
to varieties, and then, ev i during that eriod hot weather, we always have
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SOIL REQUIRED FOR CHERRY CULTURE.

The typical soil for cherries is a good light sandy loam. If the soil is too 
sandy and very dry the tree grows well, but the fruit is small. If the soil is too 
clayey and damp, the tree suffers from gum (centsin) and lives poorlv 
events, the ground where it is planted should be perfectly drained. ‘

OBSERVATIONS ON PLANTING a' D PRUNING.

• chcr^>' tfeo- °V “count the severity of the climate, at times must be 
trained ow 1 he branches should not start higher than three feet from the b!se of 
tie trunk. The tree thus trained is protected against strong winds, and moreover, 
offers a great facility for the gathering of its fruit. Avoid pruning the cherry 
tree with the knife or the saw. Do it only when some of the branches of the 
tree are broken. Its pruning properly, so called, consists in shortening by a few 
inches, in the spring the young shoots of the previous year. All pruning more 
severe than that will be the cause o an exudation of gum (ceraein) from every 
wound made. We plant cherry trees at a distance of ten or fifteen feet apart.

CULTIVATION OF THE TREE.
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It is a good plan to till the soil around the young tree for a space of six 
teet during the three first years after planting. Later on, there is no 
more advantage in doing it. But 
manure on a

must be taken to put a good mould of 
space of six feet around the tree every two years.
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diseases of the cherry.
Gum or Cerasin.—Gum, of which I have
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CHERRY GRAFTING.

bgmM^MlhSor sTftST(XtTlto ,m T*Va "'hich ^Avimi), the Mahaleb is by far the b<4t for us ' n 77 the, ^ftzzard (Cerasua 
which would be too clayey for the MmJd Bn 1 F tS ? *antil* in » soil 
follow. Root grafting does not succeed and „i the b.est Method to
inserting the seed in the split stock et ° ^ »m^ing, which consists in
j..WS,„f the mon 4T1L the tree to «»k sun.
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NOMENCLATURE AND DESCRIPTION
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the tin PO. It is pre-eminently the cherry of our section. I give here it descrip-
, -, 1 lult of. 11no.f,1,uln slze> often l,orn 1,1 clusters of from three to six on the

SCwiS;T,1- ? a,n ,!et‘P,r!- Stft,k lonS' thin* with P;t clinging often t t when the fruit is pulled. Flesh very juicy, rich ami acid, very sweet when
tuHy ripe; pit rather large; ripens at the beginning of July; tree very pro- 
lihc, hardy and spreading. It is a variety which you could always rety
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various ways.

The French cherry is propagated from pit or shoots. No good results are 
obtained with it from grafting. On the contrary, grafted trees of that variety 
grow with less vigor than those on their own roots. The reason is that trees of 
that variety have a system of abundant, spreading rootlets which make them 
grow very fast, and which are not found on the Mazzard or the Mahaleb stocks 
In tact, trees from pits or shoots three years old bear fruit.

Lutovka.—A Russian variety. Fine fruit, very large, almost globular; of a 
deep red colour Clings strongly to the stalk which is long; flesh red acid- 
ripens from the first to the tenth of August. Very hardy tree; a thrifty <r,,,wer’ 
having the new shoots of the year slender and dangling. The fine appearance of
that fruit ought to make it one of the best for sale on the market, as is the 
Montmorency.

Montmorency.—A cherry of French origin. Very large fruit, with hard, 
tlun and bright red skin; of globular form, a little flattened, with a deep centre 
stalk nil inch or one and a half inches long, inserted in a cavity ; flesh white 
tender, juicy, not quite enough sweet as long as it is not quite ripe; pit of 
medium size; ripens at the end of July; tree of vigorous growth, spreading 
but with a tendency to send upright shoots. It is the finest of cherries as to the 
appearance tor the market, and the one which sells the best.

£ i

Osthfjm.—t'omos fr m Russia, but is said to be of German origin. Fruit 
a little larger than that < the French cherry, of a deep red color, brownish black 
when ully ripe, of obtuse heart shape, with a hardly distinct suture; stalk of two 
inches or more long; flesh tender, deeply coloured, juicy, somewhat acid, of 
good quality; it is rather large; ripens from the 15th to 25th of July; tree 
prolific, round topped, rather dwarf, very hardy.
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' kADiMM. Originally comes from Russia, where it is the most widely 
cultivated variety. Fruit medium to small, in clusters, from two to four cherries 
on the branch. Of an almost black colour when fully mature ; stalk of medium
oiuf v t i k|Vn’ ac‘<j.’ P’* roun,l and rather large; ripens by about the 

i o July. Iree medium in size, with leaves oval and sometimes irregularly 
serrated. ° J e wr
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CLASSIFICATION OF CHERRIES
according to their maturity.

six week, “n °f Cherries duri,1«
Richmond or Kentish), bemimimr of Ini» n^i ■ î cherry (cer™* de France 
ot July ; Vladimir, about the 25th of July- Montmor’ h°"' t'!° l3fch to tho 25th’ 
1»». Ug-mu-g of August; Lutovku, ,J, ft.

with Bordeaux r'ùixtarl'Tmùst °f Prof' c™g
cherries for some years on account of haWn^K, / WaS not able to raise 
kno . Some four years of spraying my apn oE Vf 80'Vucl! of the black 
of the same mixture, and I found vJv . nP 1 S’J Save the cherries a dose 
that this last year I had a very owferoo U‘ ,advata»ge of doing so,
peared to a very large extent/Of course the V'T/11" the l,luck knot disap- 
burnt : but I think we are in new d Wl b* k k,not must be cut off and 
cherry, which is a very valuabl fruit « f Ï*WT^S thc cultivation of the 
and other birds have tor them I am’-d id' tb'V‘ >y tbe taste which the robins 
the way of spraying them by others, sc? th it ï l10Ve ken lnad« in
While spraying your apple trees you ,„av n/ i able.to compare results, 
you will save the cherry in the future Th . iSpm>' the cherry trees, and Richmond, whic’ I find the ïerry'T? ™ the Earlv
cherry and gre s to perfection in the south • but it 1°°' W,Uch 1S 11 va,uable 
black knot. Utn ’ Uut lt « very susceptible to the

P t/hickknot^1!' m/corroborate what Mr ^ of a cure to

easy to spray the cherry as well as [he apple tree. ^ Jt is quite

Prof. Craig—I am sorry I was not able to 
nient of spraying I began three 
and plums. In ' locality at OttawaS WaK™! ‘t*’’*'**

cultivating the black knot for the purpose . ’f ll?" '10 ’ We ,h,ad been carefully
tune by our preventive methods; but the disease d f TV0'1 d kil1 ifc otf indue 
pearnig so promptly when I beimn to ? !f def®ated our objects by disap-
had sufficient data to warrant me in sayin/that th * uWas nut 'fuite sure I 
the spraying or some other fortuitous circumstance. ^ U WaS cntiruly due to

om

Mr. Chapais—They did not requis the
care of a doctor to die ?

Inou"Lmrtg„h”hVspmy”5eiLCar,"riv'1?°' r'Tnsible «not
I have not a dozen cases of black knot andVknoV T! 'Vltl' Bordeaux Mixture, 
vicinity wlitre black knot is «,uite in ur 1 to Z ° ° ^ °rchards in that
Professor Loden,an, of New-York, 1 personal friml'nf n“- che™.s- The late 
experiments in his State about the same time tl + / mine’ mstituted some 
£ “J»*- 4 5 t the 2ST b™ - Ottawa,
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V'e WOU V co,^a,u]y destroy a large number of the spores that are so effectual in spreading the disease. There is one point I forgot, and it is a point 
emphasized by our President, viz., the necessity of, as far as possible, getting 
cherries in the Province of Quebec on their own roots. In nearly all cases thev 
do best when on their own roots. One point which makes these Russian 
cherries and also the French cherries of Eastern Quebec of superior value is that 
they come from northeast Europe, where they have been grown from seed and 
sprouts for many generations. In this way the hardiest and best have been

Early Ridunon.n ^ ^ ^ ^ RuSS‘an cherries ave more hardy than the

Prof. Craig Some ; not all, as far as the winter killing is concerned. 

Mr. Shepherd—Are they as productive ?

Pi of. Craig Four or five varieties have been very productive with 
productiveness has depended in <1 nre&sure on 
propagated. Those 
have been very productive ir 
more productive than the Ear 
killed if the wood itself is not ii

me. The
the stock upon which they are 

is usually used in budding the cherry, 
Russians as a class have been much 

1. I he buds of the latter are frequently

Oil

, , ,¥r\ ^sk~My experience has been very much the same as Mr. Craig’s I 
find that the Russians are hardier, hut so far as flavour is concerned, I find they 

acid. 1 hey make very fine preserves and are good for canning purposes

I he President (Mr. Brodie)—The only Russian cherry I have tried that 
surpasses our own varieties is the Griotte D’Ostheim. We have a cherry «rown 
only on the Island of Montreal, called the Newman Black, a cherry which 
originally on the old farm of Mr. C. P. Newman’s grandfather 7 
we have, but a shy bearer.

are more

was
It is the best

I would ^h-PPrn7An1 -l0 I10t SCe Any Pal,cr on Plum culture on our programme, 
1 would ask Pi of. Craig to answer a few questions on behalf of Mr Au»
Dupuis V iliage des Aulnaies, Que. What are the varieties of plums which have

°rChaMS 0ttoWa! What h“ ‘he

not tliïnk ?eoid 1 Lsh r Se/!d ,Ml;,DuPuis a copy of the annual report, as I do 
not think I could gi -e him the list from memory. We have about 100 varieties
belomr0to the 7ireS°nfc' f 1,1 & ^neral way the varieties which succeed best 
Island^ of n °UV s,Ltuation is more severe than that of the
not t nnl H A °r-L Islct CoUnty- "'here the Blue plum does very well, 
not tl .nk the American varieties should be planted where they 
competition with the blue plum, because they
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Prof. Craig—From the American plums 

Mr.Shcp„,rd-Wi„ y„„ improve the American plums ,

the last ten y?ars'to™1prov'S t,.‘e marvellous strides made in

I cannot doubt that equal care will ,rjVo us furtV' "•"1S a”d other ,lative fruits 
years. We have tried the plums tha \[ n * m,Provemeht in the next ten 
with us. Our Quebec plums, while not of a* v7o^rOWS’u‘V1. tlieydid not thrive 
than any New York or West ym. , ' igorous habit, are doino- bettm*
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Mr. J. M. mapor :

the SUGAR MAPLE. ii ;
(The Saccharinum Wang.)

% J- M. Fisk, Abbotsford.

Although it is confine I , A. f °Ur Cana(lian forest.
the I?,,minion and the North Eastem^tï11^4^/11-0 southeastern borders of

case, one of the luxuries of? flu , thc, accessaries, and! may a ln 
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1 he farmer who possesses a good sugar orchard reaps the first harvest of 
the year from his maples ; ami this at a season when little or no other farm work 
is practicable ; and besides laying in a family supply of pure and wholesome 
yrup, sugar, and vinegar, it is often a source of income to the farmer who 

understands his business, and avails himself <rf every opportunity which 
surrounding circumstances offer.
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I do not now propose to give a treatise on the manufacture of maple 
products ; but science has come to the aid of the farmer in this line of agriculture 
as well as in many others, and if our forefathers could be invited to visit a well 
equipped sugary of the present day, with all the modern appliances in use, and 
compare them with the old methods of the tapping gauge, wooden tromdi, and 
iron kettle, they would marvel at the change.

The maple, besides being a sugar producer, is valuable for its lumber, which 
is used for many purposes, including the manufacture of furniture, shoe pu.rS 
etc., while as an article of fuel it is considered one of the best, and most popular 
trees of the forest, and commands the highest price per cord.
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As a shade tree, it is one of the most desirable to plant, especially as a road
side tree ; its thick foliage of beautiful green has 
effect upon both man

ry cooling and refreshing 
and beast travelling under its shade on a hot summer’s 

day; and at the first approach of autumn frosts it becomes a “ thing of beauty." 
Arrayed in a dress combining the most delicate and gorgeous tints, varying from 
green to brown, and brown to bright crimson, producing an effect which the 
artist strives to portray and the poet to immortalize in

a ve

verse.

As the maple is our national tree, let us spare the ax, and be united in 
extending its cultivation, and so increase its products, and thus add to the 
beauties and comforts of our rural homes.
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The President (Mr. Brodie)—I remember receiving a letter from a friend of 
mine who went out to the Ottawa region lumbering, in which he said that he 
had been three years up there and never saw a white woman or sugar, 
good thing in this province we can enjoy both.

Hon. Mr. Fisher—I always feel like saying a good word for the maple trees 
of Canada, not only because the maple is our national emblem, but because I 
believe that by means of the maple groves which are retained for utili
tarian purposes, we can have those patches of woodland througout our country 
which are so necessary for the successful cultivation of our soil. We know that 
in the early settlement of the basin of the St. Lawrence, the settlers cleared off 
the tree from the land to such an extent as to injure the whole country. We 
know that in our North \\ est one of the greatest necessities is the establishment 
of tree plots for shelte :■ and to attract moisture from the atmosphere. We know 
that in this part of the country, where the surface is denuded of trees, we are 
exposed to much more rapid changes of the temperature and conditions. To 
retain moisture in the atmosphere, tree growth is absolutely necessary. One of 
the means by which our condition can be improved in this respect is by endeav
ouring to induce our people to keep maple groves on their farms. In the
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in connection with the planting o road and street trees, is that in selecting 
specimens people endeavour to get a tree as nearly full grown as possible; butas 
it does not do to plant the tree with the whole top on, they take the sapling 
from the bush where they grow very thick and tall, and lop the whole top off 
This melancholy looking specimen is planted along the roadside, the top is 
usually decorated with a piece of colored cotton or sheeting, it may be, to keep 
the cut surface warm. The result of the heading in is, that a very strong growth 
of sprouts is induced ; these spring from the extremity, and the next year the 
tree resembles an old fashioned birch broom. Finally these branches, growing 
so close together, crowd each other to death, and I know many instances of trees 
rotting in the heart and losing half their tops by strong winds only twenty 
years > 1'ter they have been planted, when they should be healthy and vigorous. 
I draw attention to this to show that it is a very bad way to treat trans
planted trees, if you wish to have them long lived and healthy.
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Mr. Shepherd—Is (there any one here who has had any experience in 
exporting maple sugar to England >. Does anybody know of syrup having been 
exported in bottles, jars or tins ?

Mr.
our way

Prof 
good sug; 
elm and i 
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if. Mr. Ness—I did do a little of that. When I was going home some 
ago, 1 had some friends to whom 1 boasted of having such nice syrup in my 
country, and I took home six or seven jars. When I got to Glasgow the 
customs officer looked at them very suspiciously and had to see the whole of 
the contents. I got through after a good deal of persuasion, and sent the syrup 
by express, but at the time people were very much afraid of dynamite and my 
friend to whom 1 sent it was afraid to take it from the station/ Finally he got 
it home, and to my surprise the people there did not seem to see very much in 
it. They thought their refined syrup was just as good.

Mr. Shepherd—Was it in good condition ?

Mr. Ness—Yes, the best; but they did not seem to appreciate it as we do

Mr. \\ intle—In London they get it somewhere, because we never used to be 
able to get maple syrup, but this last season they had it at the Army and Navy 
Stores.
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i Mr. Shepherd—A month or two ago I received a letter from a firm in 

London, who seemed to deal pretty much in Canadian products, asking if I 
would not undertake to make some shipments this spring of maple syrup out 
up in bottles or jars. I wrote to say that I would get some information on the 
subject. I put this question, for the London people seem to fie acquiring a 
taste for maple syrup, and I got an answer that it seemed to he increasing.

Hon. Mr. Fisher—V ears ago, when I was in England at college, I used to 
get a present of maple syrup every year, but my friends would not touch it. I
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hoim? every sprfng^rVa^frL^swL^mvVac11 •” î® habit of ending some 
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Mr. Mr. Westover sends quite a lot to the States.
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every spring.
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of it to British Columbia
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way of planting.

?o°d suggestion. For’the roadside,'^iubtedT/eh^tw11! ‘J®11 tu u,ake a
elm and the maple. The best wav is to ,, * !|est shade trees are the
can take the trouble to do so plant tlSn a? ' nU,'SC^ trees if one
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the object you wish to attain. I should bv ] k' ,ll‘Pends entirely on 
Many of us are in such a hurry toile res Its f ”leans, Plant a long lived tree. 
Imtl think those who have nhmt7 1 u Î that wc plant poplars or willows 
fail after fifteen or twenty years will b^ T h'ml them beginning to
place trees that would serve durin- futui ^ Jld nofc Plant in the first
lifetime. Ihe poplar and willow vdiile tb.iv ° atlu.nf; ,ls well as their own 
gnrnnd as good trees, and when they reach the S'' ,'iUI?klM> take just as much 
tightly _trees they begin to fail L Period when they ought to be
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Prof. Craig—You mean about the base of the tree there is a depression ' h
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Mr. Craik—Pine trees have that effect, but those large willow trees have the 
opposite effect. I have seen quite a cavity made by them. I have planted pine
ciicmn'fmïci ^ t,Mt ,,,eaa,,re >">»' five and ,!half fJt |„

Pi of Craig I can understand the willow raising the earth at a (list 
from the trunk, because the roots are very wide-spreading, and frequently’ 1 
greater ihaiiieter ten feet from the base than at the base. They increase in H.» 
number of fibres and laterals at the extremities so as to materially raise the 
ground at some distance from the tree, but I can hardly understand the .same ■ 
lung occurring in the case of the elm. There is one thing we lose sight of 2 I 

that is that the hrst action of tree growth is to raise the soil by the multiplied I 
tion of small fibres. As the roots grow, they lose a small number of rwt I 
hbrees, and these go back to humus and take up less bulk in the form of humus I 
and soil than did the fibrous roots, but I do not see how the general level of the I 
soil would be lower than it was when the tree was planted.
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ORCHARD COVER CROPS.

Mr s b
emphasized the necessity in tne Province of Quebec of growing orchard 
crops. I shall now tell you particularly why I think orchard cover crops in the 
Province of Quebec should he provided every year. What 1 mean by such a 
pi0!’ ls, simply this: I believe that when orchards come into bearing they should 
have clean cultivated ground and should have it all to themselves. That is to 
say, the orchard trees are sufficient crop upon that soil, and no other crop should 
occupy the ground during the growing season of the trees ; but if you have clean 
cultivated soil, there is danger m this climate of the tree suffering from root 
killing m such severe winters as that of last year and again this season We I 
usually have our protecting blanket of snow covering the ground, which ,-revets 
the frost entering to any great depth. Neither last year nor this have we laid that

1CoS?nfl£nb?OW’rm< the iT’ir Was’,r"d wil1 a8ain. Joubt, he a considerable | 
loss of hurt trees from root killing 11,e proper orchard cover crop serves two
purposes It gives to us that valuable plant food called nitrogen and it prevents 
the frost penetrating the ground to such a great depth and with the same 
seventy as m the m.sv ota hare soil. Mr. Shutt told you of the properties of 
that valuable family of plants to which the beans and clover belong, collectively 
known as legumes. He showed you how they were able to take from the 
atmosphere, nitrogen by means of minute workers in the little nodules of the 
roots and by this means distribute it throughout the tissues of the plants There
fore, when we grow these plants on the soil and turn them under
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depression ? It 
p as the roots

the soil a
out which of the doversTsTsVsdVtedUfolCoPlant f°°d' With the view of finding 
-md that will serve as a guide to at, 1 ' PUrp°Se .in the climate of Ottawf
some experiments last yeat, the result of whTclfl S'0"" °f Q,,ebcc~I made 
experiments were brought to a conclusion hv ),, •1 1 g,'Ve >’°u briefly. These

va ,on the m(,n- likely are we to conserve a ]»,.<„!' Th° .sh*IIo^er the culti- 
S01' a,"<1. ®? water is the means by which the nhintY i‘°r?ï of moisture in the 
are! distributed through the tree to the l P * ot fc,lc SO]| » carried unf,7,1r"'ht!i F‘“" ‘‘"medially on the&«?„." ?“°lu^ “*“««1 to
«tout the 15th of July, the cover crop shoal”L Lwi, V ' W''ich witl> « »

crop in the orchard after cultivation*.^ brief- ifc means sowing such af ll!" ‘reeshy prcvcni,^'^ ZLwTT “I" W*»
freezing ot the ground ; that will add «m *i • lcc^mg and thawing and deen 
fertility of the soil when turned under- th2f U"ff~the more the better—to the 
condition, and, lastly, that will occupy thegmun t °r mechanical
as iiuiy wander out of place-weeds When « il he e?c, U8,on of such plants 
nature, are constantly cultivated without I solla' specially those of a clayey 
influences induced by producing somekind ?f "v J°ï r to the ameliorating 
become mechanically unfitted for tl.e nL 1- * vegetation, not only do tlievfowth but the plant foodnLy.! îl! and vigorous pB
In northern sections, perhaps the strongest easonT ^ aS8r",lIable b>' Pbmts. 
of the practise is the protective influences cover cm Cftn Urged '» favour 

mUt 1MJUry WmUght ^ «harp frost to ^ °ft“

ascertaining som^facts^rega^rd^ng^h^advfmtege^^f^8 T-® tried with a view of
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one and a quarter

go. 1. Crimson Clover..
o. 2. Mammoth Clover 

No. 3. Alsike Clo
No. 4. Alfalfa....................
N°- 5- Common Red Clover...............................

No 7 IV'Ï6 n!OVer aud Orchard Grass" ' ' 
i;;- I ^la,ke Olover and Orchard Grass
Na »; pe™ISOn Clovcr a"d Ordi.nl Grass* ! !

20 lbs. per acre.
12ver 12
15
12

2 bushels per acre.
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The following notes show the condition of these late in the autumn of the 
year and early in the following spring :— Ntsame

12th, .‘1 
Oct. 14 
the orclm

Condition.
Plant,?! Remarks.

modéra: 
Oct. 14 
close he

Fall, 1895. Spring, 189(i.

Crimson Clover. . 2-4 inches high, smothered 
by rve; light covering l>v 

i the time of the first frost.
Red i 2-3 inches high, weakly ;
.... ; gruinnl fairly covered bv 

rye.
Alsike Clover... . 2 inches; very light cover- 

I ing ; poor catch.
'•5-8 inches ; good catch.

showing well through 
I rye ; tops killed by first 

, I “black’' frost.
Common Re di Very weak; nearly crowd- Badlv killed ; 

hiver............. I ed out by rye. cover; patch

Killed ont.

Entirely killed ont ; no Smothered by rve. 
plants to he seen May.
12th.

Light cover ; best where Fairly good cover, 
unprotected by rye.

Wintered well; fair cover Fairly even growth • 
where alone. light cover.

wintered well on low Good growth where 
ground ; killed out on not crowded bv 
knolls. rye. •

i ' Alj
8 to 10 
very un

Mammoth 
Clover .

Coi
inches h 
thin her

Alfalfa

Soj,
8 to 12 i
frost ; gi

( W 
making 
ground.

Thei 
for north 
foliage ai 
office as 
protectioi

too weak to be
i<White Clover and

Orchard Grass. No improvement over last.
Alsike Clover and Better than last ;

Orchard Grass. ; light, but fairly even.
Crimson Clover Crimson clover weak ; 

and Orchard orchard grass makes itlNo clover ; orchard
...............L«°':'1 showing. makes some show.

debt teas........... (Nearly crowded out by rye Only rye left.

Too weak.cover
Light crop on low ground. Too weak.

Too weak.grass

Smothered.i

■

FEBSÉEEEEESîEthe same time it furnishes a certain amount of protection. (2) The seeding down 
took phtce about one month to., late to secure the best results in this locality.

cover obtained was given by («) Alfalfa, (b) Mammoth Red Clover,

Alfa 
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Mammoth Clover 
Alfalfa Clover.. . 
Common Red ... 
Soja Beans......
Cow Peas

20 lbs. per acre.
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which it is sowni’vilthajof keeping dowÎTweod “T °ne of t,le ™ds for

wid poor Handy soils this variety makes 11 vmy weak growth! " "

a weaker grower. T,US P°SSl S>°S no ^vantage over the Mammoth Red

On light

, and is

Alfalfa—Caine 
8 10 inches high, mmpleSly TS' ,An* 12th’

■ Growth strong, even on light sand. ' ° t- 14th* knee high, 

inches high ; ground nm ti'ill'v !. 'i " v, 'n (i or ~ «lavs.
thi- hem mK « •» «

Common Red
n .Aug. 12th, 2 to 3 

10 inches high ; rather

frost ; ground nine rod I,- ..........
days.

;s;
is date.

■“yng pmnlrA^'mi! pîanhlO ï'K,,t «* tu quantity ;

for northern Klitts^ “ covor «"'F

as collectors of ,f .»* oT'^rt Z™tlï

protection „s buckwheat or Pyc,'amfeertrr^ STLSJKw -Ï

foliage and vine, lint 
office

are

-Hr-.——.^5 onwhere Crimson Clover

^owT' Appeared m days, 
well ; 

On the

strong. Aug. 
partial shade, 

poorer parts of
Oct.

nts are rather weak.

moderate, weeds principally*^purskne” TporUd 6 dT' Au?- 12t,)- growth

Oct. 14th, strong, even growth, throu-diout ■ avermr ^19^’ t,'tkln® POSsfcssion. 
close heavy covering. n Ut ’ average, 12 inches high, giving a

55
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othercil by rye.
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glit cover.
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ithered.
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n this locality. 
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Mammoth—I am„ „ , /he opinion that this will prove the most satisfactory
cover crop for all the-northern apple and pear growing sections. It germinates 
promptly, (good seed) soon takes, and holds possession of the ground to the 
. slon °i weeds ; is fairly deep rooted ; covers the ground with a good mat 
m . au and hco‘ns to grow at a moderately low temperature in the 
spri ng A block of six acres of this clover sown July 10th, in one of the apple 
orchards had produced an ideal protective covering when covered bv snow this 
autumn. (See Mr. Shutt’s address for a discussion of the fertilizing value of the

exci

Russh^ ^ie Mammoth what was sold by seedsmen under the name of

Prof. Craig—I do not think I can say whether it is or not.

Mr. Fisk—Vermont is usually considered to be 
Rawden is of a heavier growth.

Prof. Craig—'

a common clover. The

nown under the name of Cowgrass
, ------------------- -— I think, the best name, and it is

always better to adopt a uniform common name so that we will know what 
are buying. we

with a ero 'Sl<t~tf *t'k " OUl<1 you recommend the cultivation of the orchard

i TPmf' iCiI’r1?r_As,soon.as the Sround » in a workable condition in sprin» 
and 1 would follow that with a shallower cultivation at least once in ten days’ 
sometimes it is convenient to use a single horse cultivator near the rows but a 
disc or cut away harrow finishes close up to the trees.

Mr. Craik—Until when ?

Prof. Craig—Until 15th of July. It is necessary to sow as early as that in 
order to get a good strong growth in the autumn. I have sown as late as the 
15th ot August, but the growth was not sufficiently strong. There is one weak 
point in connection with this practice. Occasionally we have a dry season and
sowing a crop on the ground will take up the soil moisture and the trees’may 
possibly suffer. J

Hon. Mr. Fisher—When you cut it in October do you then plough it under?

I rof. Craig—It is not cut in the autumn. I leave it lie on the ground and 
plough it under the following spring. If you do not plough it under in spring, 
the next best plan would be to cut it when it reached flowering time and leave 
it lie on the ground as a mulch.

Mr. Newman—Would it furnish nitron- 
ploughed under ? to the soil without beingen

Prof. Craig—Yes the root part would probably be more or less immediately 
available, and the whole crop, just as soon as it became sufficiently decomposed 

rendered soluble by the moisture of the soil.
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h«v, tohowl'&m™2 tZ<p'iKrf,f, l'\t '“’■'“"ring mice, 
a certain amount of potash 'I'Ll! , n blowinff awnv.
A tree uses proportionately more nitZen inT n,tro»t‘n tha» the 
wood than in the manufacture of the fruit ^ ,nanutacture of th

Mr. Shepherd—Does Alfalfa

night nboid kYedn^hnpossiblJTo11 ^ fhe first season- VVv wore talking last 
«plniut genera,,?, bul Alfnifa“ ’ÏÏ'V*1'1' —fr *>h. 'ffatl'the
one part of the orchard area a hill had been Lir VGry poor class of soil. On 
of tlir surface soil was put back vet tl, i I)artly removed, and while some
Alhlfo look hold notwithstanding, amTwhile Mdi.h.nZ u kI“ .°,,c' «ere the
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PrVf- Craig—In the case of clovers everything depends on the catch. We 
Jm<l moist weather about the time of sowing, and they all took hold and 
very rapidly. It will nut grow as vigorously

Hon. Mr. Fisher—Is it

Di
grew civn t ?clay soil as on sandy loam.on

T!
more easy to get a catch of clover than of Alfalfa ? 

Prof. Craig—Yes, usually ; but the Alfalfa germinated strongly with 

Mr. Cunningham—Do you recommend washing the trunks of trees ?

Di
were si; 
with as 
a time 
bish. ] 
advise t

us.

Prof Craig—\ es; that is a very excellent plan indeed. In entails some 
work, but prevents borers to a large extent. A simple wash is made by dissolv
ing in water all the water will take up of sal-soda. For instance, take two "-al
lons ot water, put in as much soda as the water will dissolve, thicken that with 
soit soap to the consistency of paint and apply it to the trunks with 
wash brush. If you carefully wash right to the ground vou will prevent the 
beetle depositing her eggs. The general result is the production of a smooth 
bark and a healthy, vigorous growth.

Mr. Cunningham—Do you ever apply coal ashes ?

Prof Craig—They would have a very small amount of potash in them.

Mr. Cunningham— mean the lye.

Prof. Craig Chat is a very good thing to wash the trunks of trees with
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Hon. Mr. Fisher—Do you believe that whitewashing the trees is good?

Prof. Craig—I think it is. It undoubtedly has a beneficial effect in this 
way, that the white will reflect the light from the trunks instead of absorbing 
the sun s rays, and m this way prevents sun scald. It certainly does not injure” 
And while 1 do not think it will kill the insects it will to a considerable extent 
act as a preventiv e.
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Hon. Mr. Fisher—What time of the year should the trees be washed with 
sal-soda ?

I rof. Craig—I o do it thoroughly, one should wash them twice. The apple 
borers are laid with us between the 15tl. of May and the middle of June, and 
we usually make a rule to wash on the 15th May and the 15th June 
costs us one-third of a cent to make two applications every year.
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Dr. Grignon—Then you recommend a bushel of ashes for each tree ?
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PEES AND BEE-KEEPING.
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not keep bees, but who mav non» fh i P , . , tller 1 address those who do 
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ady to 1“*?n *° a11 t,nt concerns the ways and doings of bees should be an 
audience of fruit-growers, since, as every botanist knows, it is the bees that hy 
mixmg the pollon, fertdize the blossoms, with the result that fruit is formed 
and it the bees do not visit the blossoms then a barren crop i- the result.

,, Jn considering the hive bee, which is the only kind I shall refer to tonight, 
the fact that has to be grasped first of all is that the solitary bee is nothin» 
except when considered as a member of the hive, or bee community. A worker 
bee m summer time only lives six weeks, and never sees the result of her labors- 
hut the community lives on and profits by them. What 1 propose to do is to 
follow a bee community through one complete life-cycle, that is to say, from the 
time when it issues forth as a swarm from the parent hive until, having safely 
passed the winter, it is ready next year to send out swarms itself. Most of us 
have seen bees swarming, we know how they come boiling out of the hive tlyir,» 
round and round, and making that peculiar excited buzzing that is well known 
to the bee-keeper as the swarming note, until the effect is that of a dark cloud 
of eddying and (apparently) furious insects. In old bee books you will see the 
swarm spoken of as being led by the (]ueen; but I will digress here to state that 
more accurate observation has since shown that this is a mistake. The 
comes tumbling out among the rest just like any other 1 
cloud of insects moves as a whole in the direction of >me 
bush, generally quite close to the hive, say twenty yari fix 
cloud seems

pieen
Gradually this 
enient tree or

, . , . -, - - And now the
to net gradually thinner, and a careful inspection will show that 

a small cluster of bees is forming on one of the branches. This cluster m-adu- 
allv increases in size, until it has absorbed nearly all the ;es in the air by 
which time it resembles, if I may be allowed a very homely mile, nothin» So 
much as a great black jelly-bag. At this point, presumably, the bee-keeper has 
come up and hived the swarm, and we have seen no more of it ; but in this case 
we will imagme that no bee-keeper comes to interfere, and so we shall see what 
the bees will do when left to nature.

>ee.

People are apt to have such curiously variant ideas about the number of 
bees in a swarm, or in a hive, that, in order that we may be on sure "round 
before going on, I may say here that the duster which we have just seen formed 
consists hi the case of an average swarm, of about twenty thousand bees, and 
that probably about three times that number have stayed behind to carry on 
work hi the parent hive. Twenty thousand does certainly seem a great many ; 
but it any one who has seen a swarm, will remember how the air through quite 
a large space was literally black with bees, and will then reflect how small an 
insect a bee is, 1 think that he will cease to wonder at the figure. Though most 
ot the swarm are in the cluster, a few are away scouting, that is to say, they 
arc looking for a suitable place for a home. Occasionally a few of these scouts 
come in and join the cluster, having apparently been unsuccessful and given it 
up. At last, however, all in a body, as if they were indulging in a miniature 
swarm on their own account, the successful scouts return, the cluster melts 
away, and, with the scouts leading, the whole swarm makes a final move to its 
new noine. Nine times out of ten this will be some hollow tree. The first 
thing that the bees do after taking possession of their new quarters is to see that 

e queen is safe. I he queen is the only perfect female in the whole community;
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nectar, if there is any pollen she packs it into these. The bees eat nolle» 
well as honey but not very largely. Its main use in the hive is formakin* 
into a paste with honey, which is ted to the grubs. On the fourth dav these 
same young grubs will be hatched out, and fror now on there will V vet 
another duty tor the worker bees to perform, that nurses .Just at first t!„

f?.C<1 Kf1'* with a sort of pap which they secrete. One mi„ht
almost call it milk it it did not seem absurd to speak of bee milk. Ihit the 
giu js are not allowed much of this, and soon have to be content with the above 
mentioned paste ot pollen and honey. The gland which produces the pap tv,vis 
to atiojihx and dry up when the bee is about three weeks old, so this mu-sin* 
duty falls to the share ot the younger workers. When the grub is full ,!mWn 
they seal her up her cell with a little cap of wax, stiffened with pro , ,h 
until just three weeks from the time the queen laid the egg she <ats 1er wav 
out, no longer a grub but a perfect bee. Now that the younger generation lias
web ,U \J 1° pe,nti0rCe.nhK n1‘l"!!',ul1t <)f the original twenty thousand all should <r0 
J • M.. (, co."‘.l!s1"1 Ihs limit, breeding will go on faster, and larve stores of
honey will be laid by tor the winter. So far 1 have only mentioned the queen 
bee and workers; but the community contains a third kind called drones These 
latter are the males but they do no work, and as soon as the honey How 
signs ot slackening the workers drive them from the hive. As the honey How 
lessens still more, fewer bees go out as foragers, and more work as plasterers - in 
tact in the Muite late autumn they are practically all gathering prop, lis and 
painting ,t over the inside of their home, and this goes on till wilder td

"UtS"'0 UW Mve- *"•' *" 1W........ % ="'*r for warmth'
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it is during these short journeys that they are in greatest danger of free/imr to 
deat ,. When spring comes work begins again, especially for the mieen wlm
not h H U1 hai',lcst’ s'nce the workers who have gone through the winter will 
not last long and need to be replaced. In fact, to such an extent is breeding

and1? T’ n lt SOOn Î it ",VU 1S ,to° fnlL The" nature decrees that the queen and a quarter or so ot the bees should feel the swarming fever, and some Hue
day they go oil to start a new community in some new home. And the hive 
^e eonm.unity w e have been following, left without a queen, will itilie out ? 
Thev-Vl ^ will hml themselves a new queen, and this is how they do it-

hty choose some cell in which the queen who has just deserted them or is just
l-0Sel i,tI10l,V m.s l,u< il worker (ng. and without injuring the’ ev* they 

, th,!? 7, to about three times its original size. When the littlf vrub
h.itcl es out, the nurse bees, instead of feeding it for a day or so on their",,ap 
secietion and then on a paste ot honey and pollen, as they do an ordinary grub 
feed .t altogether on the secretion. What with the stimulative powers of this
m steiious food and the extra room for development given by the enlar....I cell
the bee winch finally emerges is a perfect queen. Next year this new queen
ma/live'mi anT'"’U"‘ 1 Wll,£?ve to misc another, that the community 
may live on, and so on each year. Thus you see that thou-d, the bees have
only one queen, yet, so long as there is an unhatched egg, or even a very young
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expedient of sulphuring thmn to Sath. ^ For

ht y pounds or so ot dark-looking, sulplmr-s,nulling honey, mixed up with egcrS 
po lun, «lea, bees and dead grubs, and, if he were very lucky, perhaps a couple of 
combs erf white virgin honey, ht to put on the table. The tiist advance on thi 
system ot bee keeping, tor in no sense of the word can it be called bee-c/fX 
was to put the swarm into a very small hive, and then, when it was judged that 
tl e bees had tilled it, to give extra space by adding two more hives, coimnuni- 
cating with it, one on each side, and sometimes a third on top as well The 
queen generally confined her egg laying to the centre hive, so that when the bee* 
keeper took away the extra hives, or honey-boxes, as they were called i„ 
autumn, he found them full of pure white honey ; he also saved his bees to work 
oi: h,!m ,l.r!(;t. K;r * >•;«. course, was a great stride in the right direction

but, tor aH that, !t was little more than had been done in India for centuries’ 
this is how we should be keeping our bees to-day except for one ma Mr! 

angst 10th, who in 1852, invented the moveable frame hive, the main feat -e of 
which has never been improved upon, and which, it is not too much to sav has 
revolutionized bee-keeping throughout two continents. Like all great inven
tions, it is quite simp e-when you know. It is now always used in ca,junc
tion with what is called comb foundation, another epoch-making invention and 
pu-lmps the two are best described together. The hive is a wooden box in 
winch are lnmg wooden frames, made to be just a little smaller than the inside 
ot the hive. I lie ends of the upper bar of each frame project a liitle and rest 
on ledges made for them near the top of the hive inside ; tiie frame then han«rS 
perpendicularly by its own weight. Fastened in each frame is a sheet of wax 
which has been stamped with the pattern of the lmney-comb ; this latter is the 
foundation. 1 he bees have thus no bother with wax making. All they have 
to do is to work this sheet of wax into a perfect comb, and all the honey which 
won. "ave gone to make wax is saved to the bee-keeper. When honey is 
coming in quickly another box of frames and sheets is placed on the first, son,e- 
times a tlnid ov er that When the bee-keeper takes his harvest he simply lifts 
the frames, each ot which, ot course, contains a complete comb full of honey 
and puts them into a machine called an extractor. The honey is thrown out 

uii‘< riltri 'na hircc, and the combs are ready to go back to the bees to he 
re die,1. J his, of course, applies to liquid honey. If the bee-keeper wishes to 
sell h,s customers honey in the comb, instead of superimposing more boxes of 
frames on the hive, he employs crates of “ sections,” which are those little square 
boxes in which we see comb honey in the grocers’ shops. This is the modern 
bee-keeping in its simplest form. But, of course, with every comb in the apiary 
moveable and interchangeable with every other comb, the bee-keeper has his 
bees and their actions under a control that would never have been dreamed of 
hlty years ago. For instance, is one hive weak in bees and another breeding 
fastei than he wishes ? What is more simple than to take a comb of eggs from 
the strong hive and give it to the weak ? Is a swarm wanted in a hurry? 
We i, take a frame or two (bees and all) from several hives and make one. The 
modern bee-keeper also breeds Ins queens in a separate hive called a nursery,
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Mr. C. P. Newman read the following paper :—
Am 

that the
CONDITIONS THAT INFLUENCE THE SIZE AND COLOUR

OF APPLES.
It is 

artificial

The 
are unfa> 
full crop

Now 
they may

The overproduction of this last season seems to point out to us that the 
market for ordinary and second rate fruit is vanishing.

Iho quantity of fruit now produced in an orchard is no gauge of the profits. 
In observing our own markets I notice they are changing very much from what 
they were.

Not long ago apples as a popular fruit had pretty much their own way ; 
southern and other fruits were imported only at certain seasons and at consid
erable cost and were pretty much of a luxury.

I thii
will help

(2) H
This is all changed : the market is now supplied at all seasons with 

fruits at low prices.
(3) I,many

So that when apples fail to attract the consumer, it is not a question of 
looking up some other apple, but of taking some other kind of fruit.

It has been, and I think will aways be, said that the apple is the king of all 
fruits; but its reputation is in the hands of the grower; other fruits are improving, 
and the apple must improve with them. I open this subject now with my own 
experience with two important qualities of an apple—its size and colour.

It is t 
Crop annu 
'letter for

Anoth

The a< 
off a tree ;

I have 
pickings mi

The fin 
the last mai

Anothe

Cultiva 
also richer—

But the

I have not found that they are both produced by the same conditions, and 
will consider them separately,so

First—Considering Size.

The first and most important condition is a healthy leafage.

Anything that attacks the leaves injures the size of the fruit.

This is very conspicuous on a 
a tree affected by the spot.

Now that such a wholesale method of destroying these enemies as spraying 
has been found, to protect the leafage of an orchard is a simple matter.

Another important condition is manuring ; the roots have to be well fed.

branch attacked by the tent caterpilla r; or on

For frui
cultivation.

For you;
forming.

My experience has been entirely with stable manure in the form of a top
dressing.

Thu first 
goo

It is my i 
that it would

I have found it perfect as far as I know in its results.

I think it should be applied in the fall preceding the bearing year of the 
orchard.
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that the tree should be pe"shaded"to cro^ “ h°"'S overl°oked, is
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Another important condition is a very dry soil under and about the tree 
when the apple is colouring.

Anything that retains moisture in the soil, such as a 
cultivation, injures the colour.

The sun should shine on the soil beneath the tree at some time of the day.

If hay is cut it should be cut at such time that the surface is short and 
brown in the colouring period.

Another important condition that improves colour is early maturity.

An apple that matures early ripens under a hotter sun and colours better.
Trees bearing annual crops mature their fruit earlier than trees with full 1 

crops. Making several pickings matures the fruit left on the tree earlier. 1
§

And I have found that trees of the same variety colour sooner than other 1 
trees with the very same conditions. I

1 can find no other reason but that the stock affects the time of maturity. ft

Aud early maturity, especially on late fruiting kinds of apple, is a desirable ■
result.
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Lastly, I have found some trees colour much better than others with the same 
soil, same surface condition, and same manure.

These trees are not of one variety but on many the colouring varies between 
blotched and striped.

The Astrachan, which is usually blotched, I have found striped ; the 
Duchess, which is usually striped, I have found blotched, and the Fameuse both 
blotched and striped.

I can find no other reason for these conditions but that the stock the tree is 
grafted on has an effect on the color of the apple.

But the stocks that influence sufficiently to notice are few and far between, 
and must possess some quality not common.

Mr. Shepherd—The question of colour is very important. One of the 
reasons why colour is not always ns satisfactory as it might be is because the 
trees are too closely planted together, so that the apples on the lower branches 
never get the sun, but only those on the upper branches. This is particularly 
noticeable in the Fameuse. The apples growing on the tops of the trees are well 
coloured where they get the morning and afternoon sun. It is particularly 
noticeable in orchards like Mr. Newman’s and others about the Lachine Road, 
which are old orchards. In fact, you can walk under Mr. Newman’s trees and 
never see the sun at all, their brandit s cover the ground so completely. I 
think Mr. Newman will bear me out in saying that the fruit in the lower 
branches, as a rule, is not highly coloured at all. We have all made the mistake
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is not, however, the constant. There is another thing worth noting. We can 
hasten the season of ripening of the fruit to some extent by the stock on which 
we place it—that is, if we top-graft it. Generally there is no effect on the fruit 
if we bud or graft on the tree root, because the stock will in every case finally 
overrule the character of the root both as to form and hardiness. I have said 
we can hasten the season, and 1 have a case in point. Six years ago I top- 
grafted a Northern Spy on a Yellow Transparent and a Northern Spy on a 
Scott’s Winter stock. They have all fruited since, and the season of Northern 
Spy, as fruited on Yellow Transparent, is very considerably earlier than the 
season of Northern Spy as fruited on Scott’s Winter. If we top-graft, we may 
expect some effect as regards the keeping quality. If we want our best apples 
to winter well, we should graft them as far as possible on long keeping stocks.

Mr. Cunningham—When I was a boy my brother used to do his own 
grafting, and it happened there was a very sour apple tree in the garden, and 
he started cutting off the branches ami top-grafting different kinds of fruit on 
this tree until he had the whole top cut off. The fruit grafted on this sour stock 
was not at all the same flavor. 1 think there is a great deal in grafting on to a 
very sour stock or to a naturally sweet stock.

Prof. Craig—I think that the change may be more apparent with the first 
crops of the fruit ; than when the top grows larger a more evenly balanced stock 
results. It is possible in time that the top would overrule the stock entirely. 
The tendency is that way.

The President (Mr. Brodie)—Would Mr. Fisk give us his experience of 
spraying ?

Mr. Fisk—I have not prepared anything on this matter, but I can say this: 
from last year’s experience, I am a greater disciple of spraying than ever before. 
Two years ago, with the experience I had in my orchard, the fruit did not show 
the benefit of spraying so much as I had hoped it would in comparison with the 
orchards round me which had not been sprayed. But this last season the result 
was quite apparent. The orchards in my neighborhood which were not sprayed 
had very little fruit, and those which had been sprayed the last two or three 
years showed a very7 marked difference in favor of spraying. I think that as 
the years go on, we shall be more and more convinced that spraying is an insti
tution which has come to stay, and to which we must resort if we want perfect 
fruit. Not only spraying alone, but high cultivation is needed in order to 
produce the fruit we want to send to the other side and command the best 
prices.
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Mr. VV. Craig—Living near Mr. Fisk, I failed to apply the first application 
before the leaves came out, and sprayed only once after the fruit had pretty well 
formed, and it showed a good effect, but it was not done early enough, because 
my fruit did not average as good as Mr. Fisk’s. If I had sprayed earlier it 
would have had much better effect. In other years I intend to begin it earlier, 
and do more spraying.
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was now quite convinced. It was one of the clearest evidences that the Bordeaux I 
mixture, well applied, with a good pump, and applied at least three times, will 1 
give us good fruit. I

Mr. Pattison—I would ask Mr. Shepherd if he applied the first application 1 
of two pounds to fifty gallons of water early in the season.

Mr. Shepherd—Yes, before the buds burst. Just two pounds of 
sulphate to fi.'ty gallons of water. copper

Mr. Patuson—I have a number of Flemish Beauty pears which were 
entirely worthless. About three years ago I began spraying. At that time we 
used one pound to fifty gallons of water. Since then I have increased the strength 
and was very particular to spray my trees thoroughly as early as possible in 
order to take off the fungus you see on the bark. I must emphasize the import- — 
ance of the first application. Prof. Craig says two pounds of copper sulphate I 
to htty gallons of water. That could be done I believe in the fall just as well - 
Ihe object is to neutralize or kill that fungus that we find particularly on the I 
rameuse and Flemish Beauty,or any of these pears subject to fungus. We I 
cannot do it as effectively with the Bordeaux mixture as with the first prépara- 
turn. One season I applied nothing else, and did it thoroughly. I <>ave two 
sprayings of the sulphate preparation and did not use the Bordeaux nuxture at 1 
all, and 1 had a larger percentage of clean apples than if I had not sprayed at all. I 
Perhaps it I had sprayed with the Bordeaux mixture I would have done still S 
better. I rose just to emphasize the importance of the first application as earlv 
as possible. Of course it will not do after the leaves have made their appearance.

Mr. Jack—Mr. Pattison has just spoken about the application of this solution 
ot copper sulphate and water. You apply two applications before the blossoms 
burst. I would like to say that I have n-ver sprayed with the copper sulphate 
solution. I have done nothing except with the Bordeaux mixture, and for the 
last two years I have experimented on the Flemish Beauty pear. This year I 
do not think we had one cracked or blemished pear on the two trees which we 
took special precautions to spray. Of two others, which were amongst the 
raspberry canes and we could not get at liandly, the fruit was badly spotted and 
cracked. We made three applications, once before the blossoms burst, and the 
two others after. The first as soon as possible after the blossoms fall and the 
next about fourteen days later. We intended to make four, hut we had not the 
time, and were sorry afterwards we did, not because we found the spotting very 
late, later than usual. I would recommend the Bordeaux mixture all the time 
because I have found that the copper sulphate solution washes off.

Mr. Thomas W liât would be the cost of spraying with the Bordeaux 
mixture ?

The President (Mr. Brodic)—It depends on the size of the tree. 

Mr. Thomas—Say 20 feet across or 24?

Ihe President (Mr. Brodie)—I have figured it up at $2 for fifty trees for 
''ach spraying. “
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Mr. Shepherd That is too high.

The President (Mr. were v,ry ,„gc ^

I rof. Craig—In the case of trees snv 9n t e-

Mr. Thomas-What is the cost of a new sprayer?

The President (Mr. Brodie)_A brass pump ?

P.of. Cnug-Rirtly ; the working parts are brass.

1 lie President (Mr. Brodie)_I .
«lout-t ,s rusted very rapidly by the solutiim. P“"'P wllich

Prof. Craig—I would utter one word ,,r *•
.some vanet.es of apples we may cause à , u t T °'l U1 this connection In sale to some extent. This rus/is caused ,v h! u Ÿ,n that " ill injure the 
to cpnlerinal layer of the skin and camsi r l ïlT* ï**™ Eroding 
tncre. Jhis occurs more .lurimr season» »ri" \l)atc,lc*s to grow here -ml 
in the atmosphere. Ben Davis^eems to he n" Î‘L‘T *! a ff0(xl Xl of moisture 
the spraying 1 have seen cases where the cî-on •We *° 6 affected by
IhL Longheld is also easily affected F „„i, ,?f* wa? yured t< some extent
observe the peculiarity may recorriiize t) ' ,nentl°n this > that those of you who 
to deter yon from sprayi^ I eca S tî,. “T1' 11 “ **. however ,5,?Cn?
a outweigh any hiradv^n g^in '"i"™ f"”"

SlhT iT' °f « st,\ nktZatThe «nnnnênd ”
facilitate the work. Put. vour me in one harral niTv"™8 °‘ the »ason to

ii ,. some difference whether von n°11 ^PP6*1 sulphate in

•ho .hinted copper sulphate amhur U an mdeik‘"d' Ï PT «* Hme into
801116 «tent before mixing. 1 1 kly and ]t 18 better to dilute

Mr. Thninas-How do you know when you have enough ?

raig It ,S only necessary to watch the surface of the
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Mr. Thomas-Is there any danger of poison i 
Prof. Craig—No danger.
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trees which we 
e amongst the 
illy spotted and 
s burst, and the 
ms fall and the 
we had not the 
e spotting very 
ire all the time
f.
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Prof. Craig—It is a groat convenience to have the mixture ready when you 
want it.

V
Thu President (Mr. Brodie)—I have always had the sulphate of copper 

diluted to about forty pounds to forty gallons of water, but 1 find by dissolving 
the lime as I needed it I had better lime.

Mr. Fisk—Does Prof. Craig consider it, from an economic point of view 
necessary to give the five applications >. Can we not do with less !

Prof. Craig—I think on the average—the occasion shows when more are 
necessary—three good sprayings will he sufficient. Occasions may arise when 
the fungus develops rapidly late in the season, as it did this year, and we must 
meet it.

M
varieti 
and tl 
years ; 
whetln 
they d 
receive
they in 
for tali 
my We 
Scotch 
Fainem 
to a lin 
Pearma 
would l 
Canada 
exportei 
apple or

;

I

The President (Mr. Brodie)—Or you may have neighbours on either side 
who do not spray, and ÿon have to spray of teller than you would otherwise.

Mr. Chapais—When you speak of three applications, do you mean the first 
one to be only sulphate of copper ?

Prof. Craig—I do not count the first one in those three.

Mr. Pattison On the Experimental Farm do you always commence with 
the sulphate of copper ? Mr.

11
. Prof. Craig—Not always ; but it is a good practice. I think if I were to 

choose, 1 would choose three applications of Bordeaux mixture without the first 
one, making the first application of Bordeaux mixture just before the blossoms 
opened. Another one I would make when the blossoms have fallen, about a 
week later. Then put in your Paris green for the codling moth, and make 
another good application two or three weeks later.

Mr.
no stock 
great dei 
with my 
young tr 
my orchn 
and good 
export at 
Canada 1

Mr. Fisk—Would you not put the Paris green also in the first i 

Prof. Craig—\es, it is just as well to put it in all three.
F.

Mr. 1The President (Mr. Brodie)—This Bordeaux mixture prevents the rot in 
potatoes as well. In spraying potatoes to kill the potato bugs I used the 
Bordeaux mixture and added the Paris green. In some cases where the potatoes 
were badly rotted the past three years it was very successful.

Mr. Fisk—Must you not add a greater portion of Paris green than for

Mr. £ 
of course 
apples in 
compartnii 
seems to n

Mr. N 
shipping, 
profitably, 
barrel and 
bad order.

The Pi

J

y
apples ?

■j
The Chairman—Yes, far more.

Mr. Jack—This summer I experimented on potatoes. 1 made five appli
cations for rot and bugs. I found it made a difference. I left half a row of 
of some sorts not sprayed to see the difference. I do not know whether the 
potatoes which were sprayed were finer in quality, but they were free from rot.Ii
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«est VARIETIES 

Was the next subject

birr \i7u,~y «-»«•» best 
Red a very close Jm , , b° Ct‘rtm]",.v the Rameuse first

years go seemed ! export very well i L*tI,ut the Wealthy, a few

ü;; r,:

Sctel, people liketl.cn, better tl,,, j „ ? "et "'/“"W'v." Perhn'J ,W
Fameuse and McIntosh Red for ease, I, ' "'"'X ' 'V,",uM "«»■>,ncid the

5'ïï & sr* *<- - te,, îsari :t,:rt„L"rUritc

OF APPLES FOR EXPORT 

the programme.on

ami

Mr. Fisk—What about Ben Davis ?

no stock in apples of poor'mml'ity ^Lots^fcarded it some years a«r0 I take 
Si‘t of it. For the fiwL.f’f *’ Ben^v/andtlin^ 
uth orchards, and certainly Ben Davis has nnt d U !‘"rserV i» connection 

joung trees are tender. I have planted Ben I) 1 I,rove(I hardy enough. The
my orchard an,1 fourni them not hardy enou d, 'ft."™"? *«»« in tht end of 
8,1,1 ^)0d sh‘PPer, but I do not care Jcro ,?nto it ti apple,18 a «plendid keeper 
j-xpor are the Fameuse and McIntosh Red in JL " ?PieS 1 «‘commend for 
Canada Red and McIntosh Red in barrels. <lml the Canada Bah win,

Mr. Barnard Arc these «ses more expensive M„„ barrels , 

of course yoii’ean'gc^Ï «w thaTtffl °"«î°tc“"ï 7™ JW» h“*«l i but 

»,,s to meet. “y b"SlneSS' I bave a partie,Sar trade which it

“ g'Iat *liff"™= i„profitably. It ,s one of the most showv nf t,ie.Alexander can be shipped very 
JeUnd they brought^ siwin^s « K, teX'JSrit mtlwr

The President (Mr. Brodie).—Net ?

ready when you

ihate of copper 
id by dissolving

point of view,
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on either side 
otherwise.
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Mr. Newman—No. Two dollars and a quarter on the Montreal wharf and 
hey were not in g<„„l order. Duchess, I think, can be shipped profitably âï o 

by means ot cold storage, if we have too many here for the market. The other
1 ,,ot ",,y°"e * **

T
Ameri

M
take oi 
I won I 
traderto„k tHzL

ip<. lo show what difference there is between Mr. Shepherd and myself 1 
have a small nursery, and my Hen Davis is a very thrifty young tree. y ’

Ti
westeri 
meats i 
not rea 
in CamMr. Shepherd—Where you are situated you 

we cannot.

Mr. Edwards We cannot grow Northern Spy profitably. 

Mr. Shepherd—Hut they will live.

Mr. Edwards—Yes.

Mr. Shepherd-—Where you can grow Ben Davis, it i 
but 1 cannot grow it.

grow Northern Spy andcan
Mi

them fi

TI,
shipped

Mr
Since 1 
there w< 
country

good thing to grow ;is a

1 he President (Mr. Hrodie)—I agree with Mr. Newman that this season 
Alexander has conic next to the Fameuse as the best apple for export Then
comes the Goh,en llusset ami McIntosh Red, although 1 am not gn whm then. ■
' ■ TpS ,I.krVi h,,W,,y(;r' thpy wil1 a g«>d apple for that mrZ I

Can.nhi Baldwin has been with me a total failure. 1 planted twenty-five veara I 
agi» and have only one tree left now. They were planted on a southern exposure I 
and they are all sun scalded around the trunk. I would recommend the I
Fameuse McIntosh Red, Golden Russet and Alexander. The Wealthy is not ■
appreciated on the other side. •> not

Pr<

Mr.

Pro: 
The trad 

| year sine 
brings a 
pears.

Mr. Thomas—It is better to pull the appl the green side for shipment.

you have colour

The 
Their pin

Mr. I 
appearani 
imiependi 
and at th

Hon.
selecting

Mr. 6 
glow pi ill 
not under 
yet 1 unde

Prof, 
as to their

es on
i ,■ The ^!’osl,lont (Mr- Hrodie)—It is better to wait until 
before pulling, but do not leave them too long.on

tariff changes.

The next subject for discussion, . . . the programme was the question : Should
any change in the tant! m regard to duty on fruit ?

on
there he

Mr. Fisk—I should say no.
Mr. Edwards—I am not prepared to say. I 

business. v not posted in the tariffam

Mr. Newman—I 
one a chance.

iiee tiader all along the line, and would allow every-am a
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treftl wharf, and 
1 profitably also 
<et. The other 
anyone to ship.

An,erilrSXS“ip®S'l,l a^ill^Y" ZT*'1 fm tm,l“?

j.k« off their duty, .o' w'l“tak1^ir wr?" “^l'ov.i,,i"« lll« if the American,

I would not take off our duty and let th L " Xe 111 rociI,rocity. Of course
tnrlcr while the other th™ ' L not 7(Z

The

vo a friend who 
condition they 

1 am afraid 
they are fairly 
and myself, I 

f tree.

them Spy and

western New York ïfouîîriüuh^în t?"cu,” Y°" '* t,,is : D,lr'ng my visit to 

meats alone they used some two million I ,llim,|g and evaporating establishnoUeali^e to the powers n^ Zl'S^ ïoe° ^ t,lis year” They tl'
111 C,Umda We woul<l get a lot of these apples^over.8 4 If VVu hu<1 no duty

it.

Mr. Thomas Carr-We have 
them from the United Stat.t wTÆfca r"y « **

,R'*r •“«

Since 1 havc'brcn '.nv'rtthnTwith ^m/d'T
there were no duty on c,.m> , Mi. Dunlop, J
enntry free, we might „ ^ g„ o^SS

,AS ?

thing to grow ; any decided opinion.
' very well that if 

ht'n,l t,luir apples to this
can see

lat this season 
export. Then 
growing them 
that purpose, 

‘tity-five years 
them exposure, 
«commend the 
Wealthy is not

I’rof. Craig—What about Californi 

Mr. Shepherd—They pay

IV. IA i',lto by the carloadyear since and seems to CVoZhiT L?.,?T" '«■* it iner™,"' ”,
i=r“ u blto

rma fruits ? 
a duty now. f would not take that off.

i

.Tlie President (Mr. Brodie)—That is ti 
Ihe.r plums have no quality. * t,,L>

1 for shipment, 

u have colour

1
only good fruit they send us.

ftppenranw!Tn<î^at^is'wllta(Plattmcta>theme^',T|ll,l^!,^' Tl'" frai‘ ''»* » »ood 

mil pendent of its ijimlity or flavour Calif "l '.'ly.16 because it looks well 
- at tke corners of sJets in

*"«t£,ris,'cr-'I'l‘oC“lif“r”“

:

istion : Should people take more trouble i
in packing and

88 to their keeping () tliS In t?

1 in the tariff

d allow every-
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:ziZ77,'j°°Zt ™?:z,azT nlikcpeaches, and the same remark may he applied to thei^lums Sh°Wy
e::tent to their pears, though their pears arKler quality P ’

grown 
second 
Cider A

Mr.®'*s^10r California fruit comes in refrigerator cars all the 
trait A t T ^V* "* freight, and yet in „“„r markets undersell 

prat* * 'm,ke “ th= Present duties on fruit do not

can nevway
Mrour

seem to not war

Mr.Mr. Shepherd—Would they not sell cheaper if there 

Hon. Mr. Fisher—Perhap
were no duty i Astrachi

s SO. Mr.
work avcheap ChSlif -     California fruit.

grown byare
The

SSEfms5S^SSSi5
the tnriff rri ’ , * •' )L known to the Government when making1wmmmmmrearranging thiTtarig: * g ‘ k cons,derei1 "> “>« difficult task of

The

The 
this ever 
place of 
contidenc 
the count 
to last tl 
them a pi 
about it. 
fruit is v< 
Dairy Coi 
requires a 
Wherever 
ask for thMr. Shepherd Do you mean that it would he advisable to pass a resolution f 

into a^discussion Sker ^ y°” h,Ve °"y VieW‘ *» esPres"' 1 d« not wish to enter

ByN. 
specimens 
of rich but

A. Wi
Pewaukee

J. M. 
American J

W. A.
Seedling, w

Robert 
burg; Pine

cLi,» teh5
eonehuSlTlXt

GovernmentF Flshcr—Jt 18 not too late now to express your views to the

no

différant eK'f,UiU:i,„Br,:,liC,",-M-V >'"0" is «"* f™it imported i, , 
~ do not need g rîe-r l™'" ,mt we Srow here- and that consequently
to the states ,FsnU 1 Th • “ U° that we even exP«rt our Fameuse apples
than thev can n the,r‘mVcnse cmPs* W« can grow better fruit here

n they can in the States. For instance, my man was selling apples that

we

are

rf-
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>n, tasting like 

tine, showy 
, and to

Lund quality Fanicuse™"ie resuirwa*,|||UU|Cl?'ICT ‘pples’“ni1 he took i

m "eVer** “ ”P WktKmXthe Pricc 

001 ltSUitey d“
Pple celled the ÆtWhiChaP°n

eh,.,,
the meeting then adjourned. ^

tro
in somesome

s all the 
undersell

o not seem to

and youway
mu*

Mr. Newman—I find that tl 
Astraclmn and îe îduty > our niarket are the Redan a

grown byire

Horticultural 
o you, asking 

As you are 
ng the people 
f, which will 
II classes and 
growers with 
ould he wise 
vlien making 
on products, 

ure of those 
nd these two 
ustry should 
cult task of

NIGHT session.
The Society met at 8 p.m.
evening despite^the^weathêr.1 7t fhots^iat Tn '"Tr" attendance hew 

|nH-^ne^To in^rTn^i.e"^

the country. There is no reason why our farmera J ,T,ety 1,1 this action of 
o last the year round. I would advise the bovs tT J k'roxv enouffh fruit 

them a piece of ground on which to mow i ' coax t,lelr fathers to <dve 
about it. It will involve a little lLur butTw^ll?8 >U}<\\° bvnlittlti insistent, 
rui is very necessary to keep up the health Vn„^7l|I1i * *e endl And besides 

Dairy Convention about a balanced ration to f l ‘A, lear to-morrow at the 
requires a balanced ration as well, and fruits are a v ‘ *** human animal 
Wherever people use fruit in ab.mrt,,,,» Vi VerX necessary portion of it
ask for the report of the fruit committee. USUal,y healthy- I shall

this

a resolution ? 

visli to enter

now

report on fruit exhibit

oh£ hh
of rich buttery flavour. ’ Kusset- resembling Swayzie Pomme Grise, Ii ere was an 

lontreal had 
nais, and we 
‘ting.

ews to the

^“arSd^fBêthd^aïk*” S|,t'cimo,ls: Blue PM, : 

A*L^H«lî„i^bg“O^0"<-.-Stetti„er Red; Swedish apple, resembling

-Gloria Mundi ; Golden R

i ported is a 
onset piently 
euse apples 
r fruit here 
es that are

Robert Brodie, St. Henri 
Wg; Blue Pearmain. ««set ; Flushing Spitzen-
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Air. J. Fraser, Lachine—La Salle, 
having been frozen. not in condition to judge of quality, rl

ever, i 
tion.U. G. Stewart, Howiek—Belleileur; Plum Cider ; Haas. 1

R. W. Shepherd, Como—Rochelle specimens ; handsome, but out of condition. 1 

Geo. McLcnagan, Howiek—Exhibits Long Stem Russet. 1

W. F. Halcro, Hudson—Seedlings for exhibition only : not in good condition 1 
James Brodie exhibits Wolf River and Gano, the latter very tine. 1

Experminental Farm, Ottawa, exhibits U verities, most important of which I 
. Sutton Beauty Malinda, Lawver, Salome, McMahon White,

Market, Ontario, Northwestern Greening.

exhibi
warm

I
or eati

are
Cooper’s

T1
REPORT OF SEEDLING COMMITTEE, 1807.

by ,(lea st,ewavt- Howiek, Que—A small, round smooth-
ciZTweV,dently ° S'X,<I ^ "" "f »>»ll »»

of ,r"ibitor'do -ot —*•

One plate, Robert Ness; handsome, but poor in quality.

also lit 
value o 
not kin 
exainin

Mi
Princes 
the Fan 
(luced. 
tine qua 
and wis 
has, hov 
this pro 
consider

VERBAL REPORT OF CHAIRMAN OF FRUIT COMMITTEE

m ,P‘;uf;CraiS—1 «lonot think that the residents in this locality clearly under
stand that one of the functions of this Society is to encourage the production of
Iron't'f aÇPleJkecP,nK ,n.vlew thl' possibility of finding one suitable for export
w l find inUïuCTî îU< P01i n° V’0 Eui'°Pl‘an mark«t Allow me to say you 

' ,tlU 1 111 Rule? aml Rye-Laws of the Society that a prize is off,red for 
the best seedling apple produced and exhibited in accordance with the rules 
be ore this society or five successive years. I merely mention this to bring 
betoie you the fact that you may have in this locality valuable seedling apples 
whose value you have not fully recognized. If you have such, renlenS to
unonaat its mxtT ^ Ï®®*? of the Socioty to be exhibited and passed 
upon at its next meeting, twenty specimens are required. A prize of ten
diïS "/f HC ttWan- ed' m pnze is °Pen to competition in each of the nine 
listncts of the province which are represented by the directorate of the Society.

I shall not delay you long with the report of the Committee on Seed I ini
faSlthi'm <, try’ emTtlti,,n has been very light, no doubt owing to the
tinned n W‘‘re nofc aware of the provision I have just men-
tioritd. shall make passing some remarks on the fruit exhibited.

Mr.
the Com 
Grise in 
because

Mr.IrE
the tree? 
purposes,

Mr., 

monly eh 
ever, not 
in one of 
it an!m app 
wide rela 
Union.Seedlings.

,kn,Kf°f US Sma"SiZe' ïht

Mr. V 
rod Shiav 
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dge of quality,

good keepers, has been
warrant their propagation. n t suft«ently high in quality to

'ut of condition.

good condition, 
tine.

>rtant of which 
hite, Cooper’s

or eating qualife inhe'^pl”, mjst “ «" dessert

Names of Varieties for Exhiritiox oxlv.

als«) like to report, Md hcfo!e dÔÎÎIg so’‘i’desTr^t" 1,0ln y°Ur c’°""nittee would 

value ot these exhibits. Many of you have erf,- * CU *. ->'our attention to the 
know, ft you have them! send them in and th?1'10^ W,10se n,luw» you do 

examine and name them correctly when possible. •***" of t,K‘ Society will

Pri^ess bouise ap,!!"1 ThS Va,V «»e specimens of the

«"V'l-fty. If you .i*K. “ùmt" Lîlv ',ïo y tfisSI"1 ™h " stainiani to j„,lg„ Vour seeclIiL, £ ti,b *«« is.
l as, however, a weak point, which nrevent< ", ' ’ 1 vV t u‘ tmmes Golden. It
tins province. The tree is tender • but f recommending it for growth in 
consider it a standard I,y which to judge our" “ul,“i'ly is ““““«l

fc; “nnndtejtc S'^iL « toïïL tnw’ î.,,Wo ',1' 1,uss*. <* which 

Grise in appearance, but seems better in !, ri Ifc resembles Swayzie Pomme
ae Swe-vzic Pomm« Gi« ver,- liight 4mfs grau ^

round smooth- 
it of small size

nut

assess qualities

HTTEE.

clearly under
production of 

ible for export 
ue to

you may

say you 
: is offered for 
vith tile rules 
i this to bring 
eedling apples 
, remember to 
ed and passed 

prize of ten 
ch of the nine 
if the Society, 
on Seedlings, 
i owing to the 
ave just men-

the trees are Wd/hi th£"fii’ty ÏÎÏÏB"C “l*™"™’ "f Be Davis. If

^ "e “ISÜ raWU- »« IVànnaiu, BnîtilZ^ttd Khï

monly classed ^ ■* -™1 >'
fver- nottl Hussian apple, but a Swedi I Callu'11 Stefctluer Bed. It is, how-
lu°n ai°flth°SW i,,11p0rtations '“«de bv the late M^ChîT nut by 'Vu-V oi ^wa 

an apple very closely resembling the 4, aica„ H , * Gl,b.b\ You " ill find
-j-pute, and ,s pretty widely grown in N^fe

variety of what is coin

ed.

and “hia™"”&aïlf, theater ofFan”8 V* T™’™8 of Srotfs Winter 

appearance, and not quite equal in i l f1"! i*1 n“‘ think equal in
Planted among the early Tfe’ ^ “ «V
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eighty yciire of age and still healthy and bearing annually. It is not a fruitr1,ty' U the °;vners fh"1 it a very profitable1^variety ot it being a productive and an annual bearer *
. hard 
draw 
taste 
and j 
advei 
me, u 
variei 
Malin

on account

=all»^£

Of the Russet about the stem. He aU slmwl I ill„ P 1^* c,iai™ta™ •<*
apple which your committee thinks resembles the Flushing sS 1.7 an°t,er 
than anything else, but are not ,,uite sure. * Spitzenberg more

The President (Mr. Brodie)—I have always thought it 
en berg until you corrected me yesterday.

• C«fe-Mr; J. Fraser, of Lachine, exhibits the La Salle. This variety
the varieties we have” •s’00'i.C0l"lltl0n- 1 “‘ay say en passant that a number of
ine \ aiietits wt have examined here are not m .rood condition The.- n,
>m, ether kept i„ cellar, with vegetable, „r other f■„2D, JS

Flushing Spitz-was alsi

■oc

0

.M

Mr. G. (} Stewart, of Hmvick, show's some fine Belletieurs m ,,1,1 p,.,,, i
setter Nrovi •sc"tiav j..... . s i ï
Phi in H i >' ,U Cue,T- Ifl Nova Scotia it is known as Bislm, 

ppm. He shows also some cider apples and some specimens of Haas. M
in the ] 
upon ! 
perhaps 
refer t< 
first sh 
vines In 
you wil 
file pen 
Poillolog 
account i 
in Loi nb 
Latin Pc 
infer, wa 
to cxchai 
a dutiful 
works, w

Com 
sixteen, h 
spare moi 
brought 1 
Empire, w 
placed hin 
filla at N 
bad acqui 
Eclogues, i 
himself fc

p ,'V Shcphenl. of Como, shows specimens of his new vnrietv ,l„

that they are handsome, ,u,.l 1 must omit sïvim, anvtll ” ÎÜ 
quality. I may say, however, that Mr. 

mens of this variety 
will be found in my

Mr. George McLeneghan, of Howick, exhibits

saying
-- a.Vlnkr anything with regard to 
Shepherd has sent 
trefully described, and 
il report.

< fttawa 
dvserip-

mo

a plate of Long StemRussets.

Mr. W F. Halcro, of Hudson, si low's some seedlings, but not in good condition.

Mr. James Brodie exhibits Wolf River and Cano, the latter very lino.

TheJi2rM;z“*:Lii2tvû "t? m ctiut -f
"z„hT<s.rrsnity * t**-* * “ÆtrsEX|!TmS"s£tK^^ ”“-™kw .

find some interesting specimens The Sutton M " 7^ t ex*u*'its you will 
which has been widely advertised ,,f L, * BTiïy’ f°r .mstance-ls an arPle 
I draw your attention it n 7 * one ot tllc coming export varieties.
it of «£%£?£2:ZT"im the frait- Yo“ **

the

only say it has not provedcan
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It is not a fruit 
iety on account draw particular attention to the Lawvel H, 6,6 U do better. I would 

taste the apple you will find the flavor ekce’leir* K"!'™ here> ,iml if you 
and.North Western (freeing are also exhibit,?] White, Ontario
advertised, and comes from Wisconsin In t, d‘ U“,lftttvr is an apple widely 
me, on account of the quality and lack of t " tty ifc ,lws not impressvanety, although the tree is hardy. Amongotter^ a valuable 
-Malnula and Salome. The latter I have t ?,, I f • f «" !nter varieties are the 
apj.le is one ot the best of keepers but it 1 * T y ,,mr,iy ut Ottawa, and the
is also Cooper’s Market, whid. is’ exhibited^ " i""* in duality. There
fashioned varieties of Western Ontnvi ' i«r erc )' îls being one of the old- «- n i ............

lmt old variety I
1 characteristics h
n, and another 
tzenberg more f jF

flushing Spitz-

. This variety 
ut a number of 

They have 
has impaired 

a normal con- 
■cisive opinion.

in old French 
is sufficiently 

n as Bisho|)’s 
Haas.

v variety, the 
pplies particu- 
i us to gain an 

saying 
ith regard to 
ic to 11ttavva 

the descrip-

an apple
On motion of Mr. Shepherd this

report was adopted.
-Ir. Pattison, of ClirenceviPe, read the follow'

ng paper :

OKAPE CULTURE,

Wm. Meai

ancient and modern.

1 aitisox, Clarenville, Que.
Modern culture of the vine has 

in the past to this, as well as to th
, . ” so repeatedly gim llh?” f’• I'11"»

r1/"'1 «"'‘-Stott
f lp^T wmPomologist and Latin Author and with v anec.t,,;n>,ls ' irgil, the Husbandman 
account of his life and works. Seventv vî! ? Ï1- ln£V #ence " ill h'rst give some 

I 1“ Lombardy, then outside of ItalyVmfkn th«re was born on a farm
Latin loet treating on Husbandry m,d Forestry ^Th^ A1Pi“e1Gftul-” the first 
inter, was proud of his vocation .,,„i rou st,> -. Phe youthful Virgil we m„v 
hi exchange it for a situation in a Bank^Vareliiu^ ,n'l,,J,00il bad no inclinatioî 
a dutiful son, held to the old farn, stialt H ’ °r ?her Xucati<'». but, like 
works, which became the recognized Latin diasJicsôffor his future

upon ie> precept upon 
perhaps a broadening of tl 
refer to ancient methods 

showin how thefirst
self to

Long Stem '

in good con-

:-ry fine.

«en varieties, 
hibition now, 
cse have not 
orker at the 
bits you will 
;e, is an apple 
)ort varieties, 
if ou will find 
s not proved

succeeding ages.
Jxtein,SX?LlhjmtorLm"™“LvRhT°"a l' pf‘la"' age of

W'moments he wrote Latin ve L- vft' ,„S, îi’riC "'osophy. I,f t,;s tn,ugl,t Ins productions to the notice of M ., TT flat I,is pcrceptor 
Empire, who in time appointed him ,3,!L l ' tllc Pr,me Minister of .... 
placed him in easy, if not affluent eimn t " clown Poet, the revenue of whichthe
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Husbandry, which sixteen centuries after were translated into English by 
Dryden, the Poet Laureate to Charles II. of England. To this translation your 
attention is asked while we cull and present some of the gems.

In the preface to these books Virgil shows the gratitude of his nature by 
dedicating the Georgies to Mæocnas, his benefactor, stating that his discourse 
will be on Farming, Soils, Grain, Sheep, Cattle, Vines and Bees, thus :

“ What makes a plenteous harvest, when to turn 
The fruitful soil, and when to sow the corn ;
The care of sheep, of oxen, and of kine,
And how to raise on elm. the teeming vine,
The birth and gênions ot the frugal bee ;
1 singjMa'cenas, and I sing to thee.”

In the next stanza he invokes the Deities, supposed to preside over the 
various departments of husbandry, viz. : Bacchus, Ceres, Pom, Minerva, etc. 
Then addresses himself to the Roman Emperor Octavius Cæsar Augustus, and 
concludes with the pathetic petition :—

“ But thou, propitious Cæsar! guide my course,
And to my bold endeavors add thy force;
Pity the poet's and the ploughman’s cares,
Interest thy greatness in our mean affairs,
And use thyself, betimes, to hear and grant our prayers.”

His next subjects are “ How and when to Plough, Rotation of Crops, Ashes, 
Drainage, Irrigation, Weeds, etc., thus :

“ The sire of gods and man, with hard decrees,
Forbids our plenty to be bought with ease,
And wills that mortal man, inured to toil,
Should exercise, with pains, the grudging soil.
Himself invented first the shining shire 
And whetted human industry by care ;
Himself did handicrafts and arts ordain,
Nor suffered sloth to rust bis active reign.
Ere this, no peasant vexed the peaceful ground,
Which only turfs and greens for altars found ;
No fences parted fields, nor marks, nor bounds,
Distinguished acres of litigious grounds;
But all was common, and the fruitful earth 
Was free to give her unexacted birth.”

Full pre

On trails

He next g

i

As to soils, he says :—
“ I teach tl.ee next the differing soils to know : 

The light for vines, the heavier for the plough ; 
Choose first a place for such a purpose fit,
Then dig the solid earth, and sink a pit;
Next fill the hole w th its own eartli again,
And trample with thy feet, and tread it in; 
Then, if it rise not to the former height 
Of superfice, conclude that soil is light,
A proper ground for pasturage and vines.
But if the sullen earth, so pressed, repines— 
Within its native mansion to retire—
And stays without, a heap of heavy mire,
T'is good for arable, a glebe that asks 
Tough teams of oxen and laborious tasks.”
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Full preparation of the vineyard :

But on« before the planting, dig the ground' ’ 

Of delving hinds, will rot the mellow soil.”

care

On transplanting in ground, he says :—

, care
nursery prepare— 
ntation, lest the tree 

, should net with the soil agree, 
•m > -- it as it was, thev markAnd l‘e?riS fu!ir quarters on the* tender bark 
And to the north or south restore the side * 

h ch at their birth did heat or eo d abiileOn*teindor ** ti 'ch etitLts ea , U8e C'
On tender souls or pliant plants produce ”

He next gives the proper distances for vines :

ÆsaasaaîgssKK^., t.

roomy space,

But f

Dei’th or Planting tor Vines.

. : " «f in II,e gn.cllï:
III® 1?. r:,r, w,n;18. "or Winter's rage o’ertbrows

bulky body ; but unmoved, he "rows •
Por length of ages lasts his happy re* g *
F n'iT °f ™ortal contend in vain.
Stretchin" hTa hr, °f hlS own strength he stands,
Hio «*» in s orawny arms and leafy hands His shade protects the plains, his head the hills commands ”

English By 
station your

is nature By 
iis discourse
5 :

de over the 
linerva, etc. 
igustus, and

hxips, Ashes,
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Labour, Care and Piety Ever Necessary to the Farmer.

“ First, Ceres taught the ground with grain to sow, 
And armed with iron shares the crooked plough ; 
Where now Dodonian oaks no more supplied 
Their mast, and trees their forest fruit denied,
Soon was his labor doubled to the swain,
And blasting mildew blackened all his grain ;
Tough thistles choked the Holds, and killed the corn 
Ami an unthrifty crop of weeds was born.
There burs and brambles, an unbidden crew—
Of graceless guests, the unhappy Helds subdue,
And oats unblest and darnels domineer,
And shoots its head above the shining ear,
So that unless the land with daily care 
Is exercised, and with an iron war—
O' rakes and harrows the proud foes expelled,
And birds with clamors frightened from the field ; 
Unless t ie boughs are topped that shade the plain, 
And heaven invoked with vows for fruitful rain,
On other crops you may with envy look,
And shake for food the long abandoned oak.

Farming implements now engage his attention, and the choice and pre
paration of seed, and deplores the downward tendency of things, as the farmers 
of our age are wont to do :— “ i

“ Thus all below, whether by nature’s curse 
Or fate’s decrees, degenerate still to worse;
So the boat’s brawny crew the current stem 
And, slow advancing, struggle with the stream ;
But if they slack their hands or cease to strive,
Then down the flood with headlong haste they drive.”

rJ

^ irgil here e 
other trees, and d 
his various happii

“0
THis next subjects are saving time : Work for holidays and rainy weather, 

evening labours of the farmer and his wife, reads thus : li
A
N

“ Some works in dead of night are better done;
Or when the morning dew prevents the sun 
Parched meads and stubble mow, by Phoebe’s light, 
For moisture there abounds, and pearly rains 
Descend in silence to refresh the plains.
The wife and husband equally conspire 
To work by night, and rake the winter fire.
He sharpens torches in the glimmering room.
She shoots the flying shuttle through the loom,
And till the watchful cock awakes the day,
She sings to drive the tedious hours away.”
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How to Prune Vines.

“ But in their tender nonage, while they spread 
Their shining leaves, and lift their infant head, 
And upwards, while they shoot in open air, 
Indulge their childhood and the nursling, spare 
Nor exercise thy rage on new horn life,
But let thy band supply the pruning knife.”
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s°ii' for Each Plant

“ Plant on every soil will grow •
The marshes'Ahlére^Xan gr°"n'1’ a 1,1 ,ow.

me.”
Vine Dressing •'No Cultivation.

IIEBeeeb
p„i„.

AlUl tl,u >'e“r rolls within itself agam.”’

„ . Fall pRVMiN0 OF Vines.

EEIbEBEES"™'1"
I'all Ploughing

ce and pre- 
the farmers «,.... op Vineyard.
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The IIavpixess of Rural Philosophers.

“ Happy the man who, studies nature’s laws, 
Through known effects can trace the secret cause; 
His mind possessing in a quiet state,
1' earless of fortune, and resigned to fate,
He feeds on fruits, which, of their own accord,
The willing ground and laden trees afford.”

The Prosi 
experience in 
meetings, but 
fresh charm ea 
he has read to 
quotations froi 
has ever excite 
community, an 
horticulture to 
feebly expressi 
paper a most vj

He contrasts employments of men :—Senators, lawyers, misers, money- 
getters, etc. Then dwells thus on the peaceful life of the Peasant :—

“ The Peasant, innocent of all these ills,
With crooked ploughs the fertile fallows tills,
And the round year with daily labor fills ;
Thus every several season is employed,
Some spent in toil and some in ease enjoyed ;
His cares are eased by intervals of bliss';
Ilis little children, climbing for a kiss,
Welcome their father’s return at night ;
His kine with swelling udders ready stand,
And, lowing for the pail, invite the milker’s hand.

Dr. Bazin-

Mr. Pattisi 
suitable. Noth 
quality of soil, 
that that is a v<
in an article sue 
in the manufact 
myself. You re 
that, in our cli 
saccharine matt 
with sugar. I 
gentlemen spea 
Champion ; hut 
Where I have hs 
sand to mix wit 
so as to carry oil

The Third Book deals principally on animals on the farm, with directions 
applicable and observed in the present age. The Fourth Book, on Bees, Gardens 
and their plants, dealing minutely, and often very beautifully, with his subjects.
He concludes the Georgies thus:— 1

“ Thus have I sung of fields and flocks and trees, ]
And of the waxen work of laboring bees ; 1
While mighty Osar, thundering from afar, 1
Seeks on Euphrates’ banks the spoils of war ; 1
While I, at Naples, pass my peaceful days, I
Affecting studies of less noisy praise ; |
And hold, through youth, beneath the beeclien shade, 1
The lays of shepherds and their loves have played.” 1

The Preside] 
clay soil. The A 
cannot mention r 
heavy stiff clay a 
able experience ii

Mr. Ogilvie- 
clay soil. It is n 
and have done so

The Presidcn 
give us his experi 
ascertain the metl

I he Sécrétai 
commissioned by i 
visit Western Nev 
there for utilizing

The directions in Virgil’s Second Book of Georgies regarding trees and 
vines, their natural soil and treatment, as well as those on budding and grafting 
the apple tree, are applicable to the fullest extent to the present day.

MODERN GRAPE CULTE RE.

Virgil’s directions, though given for the balmy climate of Italy, will apply 
to us in a remarkable degree. Vet success in grape culture in northern latitudes, 
within the limits of our short season, impels us to restrain nature and direct her 
energies towards the developing of fruit, rather than exhaust itself in its natural 
tendency to go to wood. This end we attain by summer pruning. Virgil’s 
advice respecting this: “Let thy hand supply the pruning-knife,” is fully 
applicable. Now, in this climate, it is imperative to success that this nipping off, 
with the thumb and first finger, of the tender extremities of the most rampant 
canes from the height of the growing season till the end, should be regularly 
practised. If this is neglected the fruit buds left in fall pruning, will be robbed 
of their strength, and consequently produce inferior and imperfect clusters.
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experience in the cultivation of gmpes on several ‘ht °f Mr' Pattis,m’* 
meetings, but nevertheless he seems'*to be a , • f°.n? at our previous
fresh charm each time he addresses us Wo hL 1 ’f ,sub-îect with a 
lu- lias read to us very much. As Mr Pattison has * 10 papor which
quotations from the classical authors' the cultivé T*,shwn Us by llis apt 
has ever excited the greatest fnterest’ amon"th ? W “ one that 
community, and in this Province we certain!^ "10St cultu.ml portion of the 
horticulture to the efforts of just such men as îfrT S■glVat 'Tleil1 in thnt line of 
feebly expressing the sentimentsofth^ocie^wh^iZ J T ^ 1 am but 
paper a most valuable addition to our programme. 1 7 * We consider llis

Dr. Bazin—What variety do you recommend for

isers, money

planting in this clay land ?

suitable. Nothing willkUU^h^ thor°ughly drained,? is
quality of soil. With reference to „ v not n, ! o' m?wtur? or a wet and heavy 
thnt that is a very extensive subject v-lnVl, » l jul1^" 'vir)e culture, let me say 
in an article such as I read this^venimr Till! .'! not possi ,l-v b<: .entered upon 
in the manufacture of wine, and I must ”av th'o f nmn.v r;oridltions required myself. You require to have all Se LZSu Î ^ *UcceM
thnt, m our climate the grapes do not mutin» t, stmg the must. Besides 
saccharine matter necessary for proper ferment’,h<u® V°fc tllc 'innlity of 
with sugar. I u„derstandythat Kld“™*£k ti " ^ tl,em
gentle,,,e„ speak of the best varieties foMmàvy soi s " Tr VT
Champion ; but no ffrane will t SOils- 1 recommend the
Where I have had land of that nature in^mv ml un]ess^1{s *nnd is well drained, 
sand to mix with it. In the first nhee T lfiv '-?J?aCe 1 ,iave always carted in 
so as to carry off the water. 1 1 6 lfc t,loroug!dy drained and tilled

ith directions 
Bees, Gardens 
h his subjects.

day soil. The Agawam and the S Jx et water Sn °l ? *nccef?¥ly llL‘re on 
emmyt mention at present. Of con™'the ”",IC “J,1'" vanehes which I 
heavy stiff clav all the same ' wns ^ll drained, hut it w
able expci-icnce in grape growing, i awU a* m2 ÎS h£,*L“e*kr'

ing trees and 
; and grafting
ay.
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Virgil's

i * vcry well with me on a 
dry lull side. They do very wellon a

many years.

The President (Mr. Brodiej—I would call on \f,. n„„i 
give us his experience in travelling through Western New^ Y 1 
ascertain the methods followed thefe of dis^in^of'the.^m-pl

"? Atto' r “f Xo''«'"b“' 1 -roil Western tfew York ”, the m 27 ° Agncultuvr of this Province to 
Urn for utilizing their surplus 'observmg the meth”h followed
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I will reail a copy of my report submitted to the Department :

TheseREPORT ON THE EVAPORATION OF APPLES IN WESTERN

NEW YORK.

arc i 
are still popuia 
Topping is muel 
3 to 5 bushels r 
-lay : 928.00. I 

Nos. 2, 3 am] 4 \ 
-f Fail-port, Ne- 
capacity from 15

By W. W. Dunlop, Secretary.
In accordance with instructions received from the Department of Agriculture 

to visit the western portion of New York State for the purpose of observing 
the methods there employed to utilize to the best advantage their surplus fruits, 
more particularly apples, I have travelled through the Counties of Wax 
Monroe, Orleans, Niagara, etc., and beg to submit the following report of "my 
observations : “

ne,

The kiln is 
with hot air or <■ 

sawed about 
an<l laid one-fou 
bottom, they dc 
below.

!
APPLES.

seveThe varieties. ( grown are chiefly late-keeping apples, consisting largely of
halowin, ( «olden Russet, Rhode Island Greening, King, Northern Spv, etc.."the 
choice fruit of which is usually barrelled and stored in ordinary and cold storage 
warehouses in proximity to the various railway lines, enabling the fruit to lie 
transported to distant markets at any time during the winter without danger 
from frosts, the railway companies providing suitable cars for its transport. The 
second (juality of fruit is used tor the evaporator and for canning, although in 

of abundant crops it is often more profitable to the grower to dispose of 
the whole product of his orchards for canning or evaporating purposes, sorting 
out only the small and inferior fruit, as these will not do for canning or for 
making good evaporated stock. In this way lie saves the cost of barrels, hand 
picking and packing, as contracts are made for the product, “to be shaken from 
the trees and delivered in waggons.” The small and inferior apples are largely 
used in the manufacture of cider, vinegar, and chops, the latter being the apples 
simply sliced and evaporated, without being either peeled or cored.

EVA l’OKATI IKS.

The County of Wayne is the home of the evaporating industry in this 
State. Some 25 to 30 years ago a small commencement was made, and the 
development has been so rapid that there are now some 2,500 evaporating plants 
in operation.

In 1894 there were shipped from Wayne County 22,500,000 lbs. of evapor
ated apples, and it is estimated that the product of the present year will he 
about 30,000,000 lbs., to produce which will require 0,000,000 bushels of apples.

In most of the evaporators the machinery is run by hand and foot power, 
but in some of the larger plants it is run piartially or wholly by steam power, 
and the appliances are very complete for the economical handling of the fruit.
1 he driers most generally used may be divided into four classes, viz., hot air, 
upright tower, the portable hop kiln, and steam drier.

All of these styles do good wrork. The hop kiln is the cheapest to construct 
and to run, but the hot-air upright tower makes the finest fruit as a rule.
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PORTABLE EVAPORATORS.

Still popular. A° nia^hhre°inade^t^Marion^ '"it for family lls0
» "!"ch »«.!■ The* martinis arH ,’l, C'.'" X‘'«' York. ly R.

F>F £ ïfàssfe

<t4£* nJTySt*empt1 1,0Tr«^‘f'" *’bMhc,s•• *50-00'

THE 1CILN DRIER.

»itl, hot airor*smoke pV'^'ir rtlm 'l<,l,”r from underneath
“3 e? a ioUt «even-eights of an inch wide on the tor H°T,1S,!.“ade of hard wood, 

n. laid one-fourth of an inch apart on floor J '7'! llalf an inch at bottom
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basement, and under each is built a furnace ; two openings aiv provided for the 
admission of air from the basement, which, passing over the heated furnace, dries 
the fruit as it ascends to the outlet, carrying with it the vapors of the fruit.

Above the first floor of the building through which the shaft rises, a small 
door covers an aperture in the shaft sufficiently large for the entrance of a man 
in case cleaning or repairs are needed. The lower section of this door is hinged, 
enabling it to be raised for the iasertion of the trays of fruit, each shaft con
taining about 25. These trays are raised by a lifting apparatus, so that the 
fresh fruit is always inserted at the point nearest the furnace, and the time of 
lifting so arranged that when the tray first inserted reaches the top of the lift, 
on second storey of the building, it is ready for removal.
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THE STEAM DRIER.

Steam is sometimes used, and for operations on a very large scale probably 
furnishes the most efficient and economical heat. Coils of steam pipe are laid in 
horizontal tiers, the space between each two tiers being just sufficient to allow of 
the easy insertion of one or two trays. Eaeli tray is therefore independent of 
all others above or below it, and may be allowed to remain in its original position 
until the fruit is finished. A narrow horizontal door is provided for each space. 
These tiers of steam pipes may reach a total height of five or eight feet, and 
several stands of them are placed alongside, aml the whole is usually boxed in 
with lumber. It is estimated that 4,000 feet of one inch pipe gives a capacity 
of .‘100 bushels of apples per day.

As previously stated, the greater number of the evaporators in use arc of 
the tower or stack form, and arc of only moderate capacity, turning out from 75 
to 300 bushels per day. These are in general owned and operated by the 
proprietors of orchards, and family labor employed to a great extent.

Evaporators of this capacity, where only hand power is used, can lie con
structed very cheaply, the cost of plants having a capacity of 100 to 200bushels 
per day ranging from 8800.00 to 81,400.00. To turn out 100 bushels a day 
eight hands arc usually employed, four of whom may be women. The buildings 
are usually of two storeys and a basement, constructed of wood. The basement 
serves for the furnaces and the fuel supply, anthracite coal being generally used. 
The first floor is the receiving room for the fruit that is here prepared and placed 
in the shaft of the evaporator. The second or top floor is used for the storing 
and packing of the prepared fruit which is removed from the stack at this 
elevation.
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PROCESS OF MANUFACTURE.

The apples are first pared and cored, which is done by a machine worked by 
either steam or hand power, the capacity of one of these machines worked by 
hand is from 05 to 75 bushels per day and the substitution of steam power does 
not appear to materially incraese the product, as in many large establishments 
using steam power, they prefer the hand-worked parer and corer. After passing
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Judging from the great number of the smaller evaporators in operation 
this advantage must be at least compensated for to the farmer who evaporates 
the product of his oVvn orchard, ami thus receives any profit there may ha in 
the operation ; at the same time providing occupation for the members of his 
household at a time when the demand in other directions is not pressing. The 
work of evaporating is usually done during the months of October, November 
and December.
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As in other industries, there are many grades of products turned out of the 
evaporators, depending, to a great extent, on the quality of the fruit used, and 
the care and skill of the operator. Evaporated apples are classed in the markets 
as fancy, choice, prime, and poor to common. The prime are again divided into 
two grades, wood-dried and wire-dried.

This distinction is created by a law passed by the German Government 
prohibiting the importation of any dried apples unless accompanied by a chemist’s 
certificate certifying that the apples are free from any trace of zinc.

When Germany is buying quite freely, there frequently is a difference of 
one-fourth of a cent a pound between wood and wire-dried fruit of the 
grade. For the home market the wire-dried fruio is preferred, the traces of zinc, 
owing to its contact with the galvanized wire trays, being found by analysis to 
be too small to be in any way injurious.
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DISPOSAL OF PRODUCT.

The evaporators, as a rule, do not dispose of their product direct, hut to 
dealers who buy in large quantitias and distribute to the home and foreign 
markets as required. The principal consuming countries abroad are Germany, 
England, Belgium, Holland and F rance. In seasons when the grape crop is 
short in France large quantities of chops and waste are used, chiefly for the 
production of cider, cheap wines, and for distillation. In Germany the same 
products are largely used in the manufacture of jelly and of coloring materials. 
The jelly is flavored with essences, and is n >t distinguishable from that made 
from the natural fruits. The strawberry, raspberry and other jellies, of which 
large quantities are used in New York, are said to be to a great extent derived 
from the products of their own orchards exported to Germany in the form of 
chops and waste, and returned as choice strawberry and other jellies.

PACKING.

The better grades of evaporated apples are usually packed in boxes con
taining 50 lbs. ; the bottom of the box is first removed, a layer of the fruit 
neatly arranged on a sheet of paper, the rings of fruit over-lapping each other, 
and the box then filled and the bottom nailed on. Choice and fancy may be 
put up in smaller packages, and a paper box containing one pound is sometimes 
used.
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It is generally conceded, however, that to keep cider sweet for any length 
of time salycilic or other acids must be employed.

For economy in package and frieght, cider is sometimes condensed into one 
fifth of its original volume, this is done by evaporation in machines constructed 
for the purpose. The cider is restored to its normal condition by the addition 
of an amount of water equal to that evaporated.

The apple juice is converted into vinegar by means of generators or 
convertors. These arc large upright wooden tanks of varying capacity. As in 
the case of the operations in connection with the refining and keeping of cider, 
the manufacturers do not care to give details of the process, which, as far as 
I can learn from outside sources, is somewhat as follows :

The generators arc tilled with beech wood shavings, corn cobs or other 
material, which will not affect the flavor of the juice. This material is then 
saturated with vinegar, when the generator is ready for operation. The fresh 
juice is admitted at the top by means of an automatic arrangement which, when 
full, reverses and distributes the juice evenly over the whole surface of the tank; 
this is repeated as the machine again fills, the liquid constantly descending 
through the satuated mass until it reaches the bottom, by which time it is 
converted into vinegar.

The principle which secures this rapid fermentation appears to be the free 
contact with the air obtained by the juice in its descent, aided by the heat 
generated by the fermentation.

The vinegar thus obtained is used almost entirely in the home markets, 
where it finds a ready sale. State laws are enacted providing for the proper 
labelling and sale of vinegars, thus providing against competition from the 
cheaper, or acid-made, stock.
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GENERAL REMARKS.

Notwithstanding the number of evaporators, cider and vinegar mills, ami 
canning establishments, the product of the orchards of Western New York this 
year was too great to be used. Large quantities of apples were allowed to 
remain in the orchards after having been gathered and the first quality sorted 
out and barrelled. This was most noticeable in Niagara County, almost every 
orchard containing large piles of red, green and golden fruit (Baldwins, Greenings 
and Russets) spoiled by the frost.

Good apples for canning or evaporating arc supplied at ten to sixteen cunts 
per 100 lbs., and for cider and vinegar as low as five cents per 100 lbs.

Evaporated products are quoted at :
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Prof. Craig—What varieties are the host suited for making cider ?

Mr. Newman—The Fameuse apple gives the best flavor and generally a 
richer cider than ordinary apples. The richest cider of all is made of the Pomme 
Crise, a small Russet.

The President (Mr. Brodie)—Is there anything secret you do not mention 
about keeping your cider sweet, or is it open to the public ?

Mr. Newman—Well, salycilic acid is used to a large extent, and it is 
harmless. It may not be the best known now.

Mr. Chapais—It is forbidden in France.

Mr. Newman—Yes, but it is perfectly harmless. It has been used thirty or 
forty years in the States and immense quantities of cider are drunk there. There 
has not been a single accident affecting the health arising from it.

Mr. Shepherd—I* can bear witness to the admirable cider Mr. Newman 
produces. One of the leading grocers in Montreal told me they could not get 
it soon enough, there was such a demand for it. So I fancy it must be good. 
I was reading not very long ago in an English newspaper that sweet cider is 
an admirable thing for rheumatism, and I think this idea was expressed by 
myself in one of our newspapers. I read this article in the “ Public Opinion,” a 
weekly which reproduces the opinions of all the leading newspapers in England 
and the Continent, recommending English apple growers to make more cider 
than they do now. Years ago they used to make, a great deal more cider than 
they do at present. It is generally advocated as being beneficial in case of 
rheumatism. There is a sweet acid in the cider which cannot be obtained in any 
other beverage ?

Mi-. Chapais—I think I can show why cider is good for rheumatism. It is 
because it contains mite mlacicilic (salycilic acid), which is considered a cure 
for rheumatism.
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SMALL FilVITS.

The President (Mr. Brodie)—All Scotch people are fond of gooseberries, and 
as our Secretary grows the finest gooseberries I have seen on the Island of 
Montreal, 1 think he could tell us something on that subject which would 
interest us.
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The Secretary (Mr. Dunlop).—I must say that last year I grew too many ■prune them is very 
gooseberries and found the market overstocked. This fruit is one of the easiest ■In a severe climate ] 
things to overstock the market with, because there is only a small demand for Jh is a mistake to all 
it. I would not advise anyone to go largely into their culture in this Province, 
but only for their own use. They arc so easily cultivated that every man ^8 Currants (excep 
should grow some in his own garden. I have tried English varieties, and have ^8 "° years or over. 1 
been very successful with a numb- " of them, and would not be without thorn ^J'Lrto insure your c 
for a good deal. The varieties are innumerable. Some succeed under certain thin out, and on]
conditions and others do not, and it almost requires a trial for each individual ^g*JUl(‘ for several yeai 
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The Secretary (Mr. Dunlop).—In this climate they do not last as lonj its in 
England. Hushes arc known to remain productive in England for forty or fifty 

In this country, after ten years, it is I letter to replace with neweryears, 
plantations. oil

Mr. Brodie.—Have you the Pearl ?

The Secretary (Mr. Dunlop)—I have had it sent me on two different occa
sions, and find it very little, if any, improvement on the Downing. The plants 1 
received were sent by the Ontario Fruitgrowers’ Association, and ought to lie 
true to name.

Mr. Shepherd.—Do you tind the Industry is the best?

The Secretary (Mr. Dunlop)—It is not considered one of the finest in 
quality or the largest in size. It has good foliage, and is very productive in 
England.

Hon. Mr. Fisher.—You prefer to prune in the spring ?

The Secretary (Mr. Dunlop).—-Yes, before the buds are swollen. In grow
ing any of these fruits to a large extent, you have to do a certain amount of 
pruning in the fall ; the spring is so short. Small fruits are generally protected 
by snow, and not as likely to be injured by fall pruning as apple trees.

Mr. Shepherd.—Do you grow your bushes in the tree form or allow a num
ber of shoots to grow ?

The Secretary (Mr. Dunlop).—In this climate it is safer to grow them in 
the bush form, as otherwise they are likely to be broken down by tin- snow. I 
generally train two or three shoots from the ground, at the same time keeping 
the branches well from the ground, so as not to allow dampness.

Hon. Mr. Fisher.—Grown in that form, are they not more likely to split?

The Secretary (Mr. Dunlop).—They very seldom split. It is a matter of 
taste. You can grow them successfully in either way.

Mr. Pattison.—Do you not tind the borer less destructive when you grow 
the berries in bush form ?

The Secretary (Mr. Dunlop).—Yes ; it has attacked our black and red cur
rants very badly, but so far it has not affected the gooseberries very much.

Mr. Pattison.—I tried single stem and got sick of it, as the borers destroyed 
it the first thing.

The Secretary (Mr. Dunlop).—I think all the small fruits generally are 
cultivated in the bush form here.

The President (Mr. Brodie).—Mr. Jack, of Chateauguay Basin, grows the 
finest raspberries sent to the Montreal market, and he might give us a few notes 
on their culture.
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The leaves

produces a number of laterals, and these do not make good, healthy fruit buds. 
In many cases of raspberries, the buds tire killed while the ends of the canes 
which were protected were perfectly sound, while the intermediate spaces between 
the base of the cane and those protected were entirely killed. In order to pro
tect effectively, it is almost necessary to grow the plants more or less in hills. 
Then, when you lay them down, start at one end of the row and remove a little 
soil, which is done very quickly with a spade, near the base of the hill on the side 
towards which you incline your plant. Then in pressing it over, place your feet 
against the base of the cane and press the whole clump together. 'This is easily 
done by grasping the cane with a six-tyned fork and laying them over. It takes 
two men to do this work properly. You work backwards; one hill or clump 
overlaps the other, if they are placed in hills about three feet apart. I know 
that Mr. Jack grows them under hedgerows, and it is more difficult to cover 
them when grown in that way.

If you restrain the growth of the shoots by taking them up in early spring 
and if grown in clusters, they can be bent over and covered quite easily. Two 
men will cover an acre easily in one day. If, however, we should be visited by 
such a winter as last, and do not give the protection Mr. Dunlop recommends, 
the unprotected portion of the cane would be so killed as to cause the loss of the 
crop next season. Protection undoubtedly pays in most portions of the Province 
of Quebec. It will not only pay in increased product but in increased earliness 
of the product. For instance, if you cover a row of Cuthberts you will get ripe 
fruit from those five or six days earlier than you w ill from the canes which are 

‘unprotected. I am quite convinced from experience and observation in the 
province of Quebec, we cannot from year to year grow raspberries without taking 
these precautions to protect them from severe cold.

are

are

Hon. Mr. Fisher—I have suffered a good deal, in my experience, from a 
disease which seems to attack the berries The fruit forms and then dries up 
and shrivels, and sometimes the twig on which the fruit is shrivels up three or 
four inches from the top. The rest of the stem seems to be healthy. This has 
been going on for a number of years. I chiefly cultivate the Cuthbert, but the 
other varieties are also subject to this disease. I do not know the cause, but it 
has reduced the crop I ought to get one-half every year.

seem

Prof. Craig- 
leavcs, you will f 
which will yield 
the spring, when 
cations before the

Prof. Craig—My attention was first called to this disease by Mr. Dunlop. 
It affected very seriously a patch of Caroline, a yellow variety of raspberries. 
As described by Mr. Fisher, the fruit shrivels soon after it forms, and with the 
fruit a small portion of the stem which carries it turns black. I investigated 
the trouble, and sent specimens to mycologists in the United States and else- 
where, but could obtain no light on it whatever. We tried experiments in 
spraying the plants on the farm at Ottawa. We had it there on the Caroline, 
and to a small extent on the Marlboro. But it disappeared, and has not 
appeared there since that time.

Mr. Shepherd—Do you attribute that to the spraying ?
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The President (Mr. Brodie)—For private gardens, I would recommend the 
Turner for first early berries and the Guthbert, but I prefer the Clarke for my 

It is too tender a variety for market, but is very fine in quality. 
For making jam, there is nothing better than Shaffers. In the yellow varieties 
there is nothing comes up to the Brinckle Orange and the Golden Queen. 1 
have had no experience with the Caroline at all.

COLD STORAGE EXPERIMENTS.

Mr. Shepherd moved, seconded by Mr. Barnard :
That the members of the Quebec Pomological Society view with satisfac

tion the possibility of making trial shipments of fruit in cold storage.
The resolution was adopted.

The Pre: 
your Chairmt 
Despite the u 
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more than 
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Résolu tioi
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grateful to yen 
We shall all c 
distant day to
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fruit experimental stations.

Mr. Chapais moved, ^seconded by Dr. Grignon :

That the Committee having charge of the question of Fruit Experimental 
Stations be continued in charge for the present year, and be instructed to obtain 
an interview with the Provincial Government in order to further the project.

Resolution adopted.

Mr. Jack 
growing black

Mr. Ogilvi, 
We have two 01
old.

RESOLUTIONS OF THANKS.

Mr. R. W. Shepherd moved, seconded by Mr. J. M. Fisk :

That the thanks of the Society are due to Mr. Robert Ness and the people 
of Howick for the kindness and hospitality extended to the members of the 
Pomological Society at this meeting and to the ladies of Howick for their 
courage in attending the sessions of the Society during the most inclement and 
stormy weather, and thus by their presence lending a spirit of enthusiasm to the 
work of the Society which was very much appreciated.
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Mr. Shepherd—I am sure this will meet with most hearty response. It is 
the desire of our Society to visit every town and village in the course of time 
throughout the entire province of Quebec. Our object is to instill into the 
hearts of the people an interest in fruit growing, a desire to grow the best fruit, 
and in that view we arc always ready to entertain invitations from any centre, 
and when we do not get an invitation we take the invitation ourselves ami 
select the place wo consider best fitted, as we did in this instance. I must «say 
that we have been most cordially received wherever we go and that Howick is 

exception to the rule. We shall always look back upon this meeting with 
pleasure, and we especially appreciate the interest which you have shown in oui 
work despite the very stormy weather, and I assure you that if we ever have 
the good fortune to return to Howick, we will consider it a great pleasure.
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butternut tree

Mr. Fisk—It affords me great pleasure indeed to endorse the remarks of 
Mr. Shepherd. We have enjoyed our visit very much, and feel sure that it will 
not prove a fruitless one, and I for one shall always look forward to a renewal 
of our visit.
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at the exhibition of Abbotsford Fruitgrowers’Prof. Craig—When I was 
Association last summer, I was exceedingly pleased to see there an exhibit of the 
rapidity of growth ami of fruit production of the black walnut. In the spring of 
189], a number of seedling trees were sent out to the members of the Quebec 
Pomological Society by the Experimental Farm. These were planted by the 
members of the Society, and the fruit shown at this exhibition was produced by 
one of these trees. The tree has had five seasons’ growth, so that it has yielded 
nuts at six years of age. I do not call attention to this to emphasize the value 
of the black walnut as a nut producing tree, because I do not think that in 
Canada it will be of much economic value from that standpoint, but I do think 
that it would be a splendid investment for many of us who have rocky 
uncultivated tracts of land to plant nuts of this tree and allow them to occupy 
soil at present giving no return. There is almost an unlimited market for black 
walnut—SI 50 a thousand feet for extra fine, and $75 to $100 a thousand feet 
for ordinary lumber is paid, and all vve obtain at present is imported from 
Tennessee and other Southern States. I would drop one word of caution in this 
connection. There is a great difference in the hardiness of the trees, depending 
upon the locality from which you procure the seed. If you procure tin- seed of 
Southern grown trees, the trees are almost sure to winter kill. If, on the other 
hand, you obtain the seed from the most northern limits where the trees are 
grown, you are pretty safe in planting it in almost any portion of the province 
of Quebec.
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Mr. Jack—Are not the trees apt to be broken by the wind ?

Prof. Craig—In growing them for commercial purposes, they should be 
grown sufficiently close to afford some mutual protection and also to induce them 
to grow upright, as otherwise they will be too branchy to be valuable as to 
lumber.

misThe Secretary (Mr. Dunlop)—Mr. Newman has a tine walnut tree growing 
in his place, which produces annually large crops of nuts. He might give us 
some information about that tree, and it might be desirable to procure some 
of the nuts for distribution.

Mr. Newman—We have had two trees. One grew so large and took up so 
much room in the orchard that we cut it down. It was two feet in diameter 
and did not show any signs of want of hardiness. The tree I have at present 
bore quite a heavy crop of nuts, and I believe I have a quantity on hand now. 
It is a very poor nut to eat.

an

VOTE OF THANKS TO HON. MR. FISHER.

Mr. Shepherd moved, seconded by Mr Newman:

That the thanks of the Society are hereby tendered the Hon. Sidney Fisher, 
Minister of Agriculture, for having assisted at all the sessions of the winter 
meeting of tin; Society and in furthering generally the development of the fruit 
growing industry of this province.
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those who have known me and have been looking forward to the time when 
practical farmer should be at the head of the Department of Agriculture 
Government, are now expecting great things of me, and I always dread lest I 
should not come up to their anticipations. I know that there is a great deal to 
be done in this country to develop the different branches of agriculture, and I 
assure you that my earnest endeavor will be to fulfil the duties of my Depart
ment in such a manner that when I do give up the keys of office and leave the 
position I now hold I shall at any rate have the satisfaction of being able to say 
that during my term I did something for the advancement and development of 
agriculture in'the Dominion. I have been once or twice before in this neigh
borhood. I know it to be one of the best cultivated, one of the most advanced 
and progressive parts of the Province of Quebec, and I was very glad indeed 
when I heard that the Association had decided to hold here its annual meeting. 
I knew that we would receive a cordial welcome and that those vvho took part 
in our discussions would have the pleasure of addressing good audiences. 1 
glad to see that my anticipations were more than realized, and that our Society 
has reason to congratulate itself on having decided to hold its winter meeting at 
Howick. I am much pleased also to be able -to-morrow to take part in the 
meeting of the Dairy Association of Beauharnois, an association to whose meet
ings I have had the good fortune to be invited on various former occasions, and 
where I have always fotlnd the information anil assistance and sympathy that a 
dairyman requires. Let me say, that I rely, as I think I confidently can, on the 
support and encouragement of the farmers in the work I have to do. It is onlv 
by means of that support and sympathy that I can hope to succeed. lhe kind 
words said to me by you, gentlemen, will encourage me in my work. 1 shall 
feel very much stronger indeed in knowing that I have at my back the support 
and sympathy of those whose interests I have in charge. 1 thank you again 
most cordially, Mr. Chairman, ladies, and gentlemen, for your kindness in pro
posing and adopting this motion.

The President (Mr. Bfodie)—They say that a prophet's without honour in 
his own country, but nevertheless I cannot allow you to separate without taking 
some credit to myself for a prophecy which I made at our last winter meeting, 
when I predicted that our friend and co-worker, Mr. Fisher, would be the next 
Minister of Agriculture of this Dominion. Of course the wish was the father of 
the thought, and therefore I am the more pleased that the event which I hau 
predicted has come to pass. I could indulge in further predictions, but the) 
would be in the line of the eulogiums and predictions which have been so 
expressed by Mr. Shepherd and Mr. Newman, who have thus cut the ground 
from under my feet. I am very much pleased indeed with this visit to Howick, 
and, as President of the Society, I most cordially endorse all that Mr. Fisher has 
said of the welcome we have received.
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The meeting was then closed.
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